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HISTORIC MOMENT
PCC changes church law on LGBTQI marriage &
ordination. | Jennifer Neutel
THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH in

KERKPLANTING
Immigrants and refugees bring new life to Reformed churches in the Netherlands.
Maaike VanderMeer

WHEN HE FIRST DREAMED OF A MULTICULTURAL church plant movement in the Netherlands, Theo Visser was regarded with pity and
curiosity. “There wasn’t even a word for church planting in Dutch!”
he says. But no one could have imagined where that dream would take
Theo and his wife Rieneke over the next two decades: from starting a
movement that would change the face of church planting in the Netherlands to sparking hope in established churches and eventually reaching
beyond Dutch borders into Europe.
As a young couple in 1995, Theo and Rieneke began a ministry to
refugees in Rotterdam. They fell in love with “the beauty of diversity,”
Theo says. At the same time, they noticed major problems in local
churches. Dutch people were welcoming but struggled to share their
faith with immigrants and refugees. Most churches were monocultural,
either of Dutch origin or made up of a single ethnic minority group
– despite a quarter of the country’s population having a migration
background. “We wondered, is this the plan of God, that we all have
our own islands?” Theo asks. Churches made up of minority ethnicities
were losing their children to the gap between home and host culture.
Reformed churches in the Netherlands, ethnically Dutch, were “strug-

gling to survive instead of joyfully sharing the good news,” he
says. So Theo and Rieneke planted a new intercultural church in
2000 – the International Church
Fellowship (ICF) – with no experience and few examples.
HOW IT ALL BEGAN
How were those first years?
“Beautiful things were happening
then,” Rieneke says. “People just
came. We were so amazed that in
the first two years, about 100 to
150 people found us.” News of
the church plant spread through
word of mouth.
A few years later, a church in
Continued on page 2

now, the Presbyterian Church in
Canada’s General Assembly has
voted into church law, the recognition of same sex marriage within the church as an act of love.
They have sought to embrace the
diversity of being of all God’s
LGTBQI+ children,” he wrote.
Pointing to recent news of the
215 residential school children
remains found in Kamloops, and
a tragic hate crime in London,
he added, “In a week of hearing
difficult stories in Canada, in this
moment, today, love wins on one
front.”
REMITS AND CHOICE
These decisions were highly anticipated after being put on hold
for an additional year after the
2020 General Assembly was cancelled due to COVID-19.
At the 2019 GA, lengthy debate
on human sexuality took place,
Continued on page 3

Armour Heights Presbyterian Church

Rieneke began a ministry called “Songs2Serve,” which translates songs from around the world into singable Dutch and English;
this photo shows a Songs2Serve training day from 2016.

Canada (PCC) is changing its
theology and practice to be inclusive of same-sex marriage and
to permit gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender, queer and intersex
(LGBTQI) people to be ordained
as ministers and ruling elders.
These changes to church law
were discussed and voted on during the June 6-9, 2021 General
Assembly (GA), held online for
the first time due to the pandemic.
Commissioners convened online,
using a platform called PC-Biz as
well as Zoom to conduct business
and to vote. It was livestreamed
to the public on YouTube.
When decisions on LGBTQI
questions were made, much of
the celebration among those in
favour also took place online. An
elder at St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church in Cobourg, Ontario,
immediately shared the news
on his Facebook page: “Just

“Friendship bench” set out at Armour Heights Presbyterian Church
in Toronto on the day the vote was passed.
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A 2016 training day for Songs2Serve, which now represents 17 languages.

Baptism candidates (l to r) from Azerbaijan, Congo, Thailand, Holland,
the Caribbean and Iran sing “Amazing Grace” together.

Amsterdam asked ICF for help. Their congregation was elderly and
the church faced closure. They wanted to know if there was another
option. “As pioneers this gave us so much joy. Then God started to
open a door,” the couple says. That opportunity marked the birth of
the ICP (Intercultural Church Plants) network.
Collectively, churches are a minority in the Netherlands. In 2016
the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam released research showing that over
82 percent of Dutch people no longer attend church or believe in God.
Statistics show an increasing number of Dutch people do not identify
with any religion. Those who do identify as Christians are primarily
Catholics; in a 2018 survey, Christians from the three main Reformed
streams account for only 15 percent of the population.
The Vissers started ICF under Christelijke Gereformeerde Kerken,
the Christian Reformed Church in the Netherlands (known in Canada
as the Free Reformed Church). Today, the intercultural church plant
they started is a church of over 400 people from more than 40 nations,
pastored by Coen Legemaate, a respected Christelijke Gereformeerde
Kerken pastor.
In 2008 the Vissers transitioned out of their church leadership role
to devote themselves to the church planting network, ICP. It has now
grown to offer these services: assessment and start-up coaching for
pioneers; team training and annual retreats for church planting teams;
biannual networking days for leaders of intercultural churches; worship training and an annually updated database of multicultural songs;
biannual summer camps where congregations mingle, and ongoing
online training.
Many church plants begin in homes by people with careers. The
COVID pandemic has only highlighted the importance of small
groups, which flourished as support groups during a time of isolation.
Through the ICP Netherlands network, 29 more churches have been
planted. Invitations came from other European nations and in 2017,
Theo handed over leadership of ICP NL to a capable team and began
the ICP Europe network. Meanwhile Rieneke had initiated a multicultural worship ministry called Songs2Serve, which has also expanded
into a Europe-wide ministry.
2
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SING!
Rieneke grew up in Katwijk by the North Zee in a tight-knit Christian
community. One moment stands out clearly to her from the early Rotterdam days of church planting: “We had a group in our house mixed
from so many cultures and we were sharing meals and our life stories
with one another, but then people started to teach us their songs and it
was so amazing.”
The Vissers wanted this amazing experience to be present in church
too, but the initial attempt didn’t go well. “The African people were on
stage singing and worshipping and the Dutch people were just spectators. They folded their arms and were looking at how these people
were worshipping the Lord. It frustrated me to the core,” Rieneke says.
Rieneke’s frustration birthed the ministry that today is Songs2Serve,
officially started in 2014. It takes songs from the cultures represented
in a multicultural church and translates the lyrics into singable English
and Dutch, allowing everyone to worship in multiple languages while
preserving the sounds and rhythms of a sister or brother’s heart-style
of worship. Songs2Serve’s database currently represents 17 languages.
SYRIAN KEBAB AND DUTCH POTATOES
As unique as the ethnicities and neighbourhoods that shape the church
plants are the ways they began – a hair salon, a bookshop, a weekly
barbecue, a soccer game, a community centre. What is it like to step
into an ICP church? You have to stay curious and willing to experience
God through someone else’s eyes, say the worship leaders of ICF Rotterdam. Worship is diverse: depending on the congregation you’ll hear
Kurdish music, Congolese rhythms, a redeemed Romanian folk song
typically heard in bars, Arabic chant of the Lord’s prayer, or celebratory merengue. The food is equally diverse: “If you look at the plates,
you get a smile on your face. Syrian kebab with Dutch potatoes. Or an
Indian curry mixed with an Iranian rice dish and a slice of cream pie,”
one church planter in Nieuwegein says. And everyone has to learn to
preach to an intercultural audience, honouring the fact that another cultural group may emphasize the honour-shame aspect of the gospel, for
instance. “Just having one pastor who has gone to seminary and does
most of the preaching doesn’t work in an intercultural church,” Theo
says. “You need to invite the Chinese leader, the Kurdish leader, the
African leader to preach. Bring them together to a group to learn from
each other and give feedback after each sermon. The Kurdish people,
for example, tell us all the time, you preach way too long. The African
preachers say, ‘Why do you preach so short?’”
DUSTY TREASURES
A host culture can become patronizing in a multicultural environment,
Rieneke says, an attitude of “the good Westerners taking care of the
poor refugees.” Diversity isn’t just about music and meals; “You have
to make sure that you are working together with them and not doing
things for them. It’s not only the worship but the leadership, the way

you do organization in church; it’s
everything, actually.”
Sara Mohi, an Iranian on the
ICP NL leadership team, believes
the blessing flows in both directions. “My dream is that each
Dutchman sees himself as the
one who opens the way for someone else,” she wrote in an ICP
magazine. “That other person
did not come to take your place;
that other person needs you. On
the other hand, I dream that each
foreigner learns that his or her
presence in the Netherlands has
a purpose.”
An Afghan friend of Sara who
recently came to faith dreamt that
he was in an old Catholic church
with dusty precious items, which
he had to take out and clean. What
does it mean? She said: “I believe
God will use you and me to bring
those old treasures of the church,
that are now covered with dust,
and bring them forward again.
They are now in the back room
and there is nobody to take them
out. That is why we have come.”
CHANGES IN THE DUTCH CRC
Have migrants begun to dust
off the old treasures in existing
churches? Theo thinks so. “We
had to fight many obstacles but
later, when [Dutch Christians]
saw the fruit and heard the testimonies of Muslims, Buddhists,
Hindus and atheists coming to
faith, the tide started to change.
People were surprised by the way
God worked. The strictest Calvinists were now even defending us.”
ICP also works with the Protestant Church in the Netherlands
(PKN), a merger of the largest
Reformed and Lutheran churches
in the nation. “Up till today the
PKN is one or our trusted partners. They involve us wherever
some intercultural dynamics are
involved.”
Slow or fast, Theo and Rieneke
believe that the entire church is
moving towards a Revelations
7 reality of worship in unity and
diversity: “It is the work of the
enemy to divide; it is God’s heart
to bring reconciliation.”
Maaike VanderMeer
Maaike is Assistant Editor
with Christian Courier;
she currently lives in B.C.

Rieneke and Theo.

Theo and Rieneke invite
interested Canadian readers to reach out to them at
office@icpnetwork.eu.
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Erin Stone

Remit B (marriage) and Remit C
(ordination) – which were then
sent to presbyteries to discuss
under the Barrier Act. A majority
of presbyteries needed to express
approval before the remits returned to the GA.
The two parallel definitions of
marriage in Remit B recognize
it as a covenant relationship between a man and a woman or as
a covenant relationship between
two adult people, and “that congregations, sessions, ruling and
teaching elders be granted liberty
of
conscience and action on marRev. Deb Stanbury.
riage.”
and full inclusion won on the
Remit C states that “congregafloor. After a “coffee shop” mor- tions and presbyteries may call
ning meeting where commission- and ordain as ministers and elect
ers who were opposed expressed and ordain as ruling elders LGfeelings of hurt, a motion was put BTQI persons (married or single)
forward for a hybrid definition of with the provision that liberty of
marriage that would allow min- conscience and action regardisters and congregations to have ing participation in ordinations,
freedom of conscience.
inductions and installations be
This motion became known as granted to ministers and ruling
elders.”
Rev. Maureen Walter, minister
at St. John’s Presbyterian Church
Toronto, was a commissioner in
2019 and recalls the “huge discussion.” As time goes on, she
says she thinks freedom of conscience will not be an issue.
“It remains to be seen how that
freedom of conscience will work
as it is implemented,” Walter
says. “Meanwhile, it allows for
those with a different theology to
remain active participants in our
Rev. Maureen Walter.
communion.”

RAINBOW COMMUNION
In 2017, the GA established a
Special Listening Committee
regarding LGBTQI known as
the Rainbow Communion. It
was formed to respond to the
call to repent of the harm caused
by homophobia and hypocrisy
in the church and was tasked to
create a safe and respectful environment for people to tell their
stories of harm. Representing a
range of people across Canada,
139 stories were shared. A final
report was presented to the GA
on June 7, 2021.
All 23 recommendations
from the report were adopted, including affirming that all
people “whatever their sexual
orientation or gender identity”
are equally beloved by God.
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Congregations are to be inclusive by providing opportunities for all to offer their gifts in
the church, and a fund will be
formed to provide psychotherapy/counselling for those who
have experienced harm.
“This confession will be an
important moment where those
who live with the trauma and
impact of harm done whether
they are still in the PCC or not,
whether closeted or not, might
begin to see a new relationship
within the Body of Christ,”
Rev. Dr. Robert Faris, Rainbow
Communion co-convenor, says.
The reports, a video summary
of the report and more resources
can be found at presbyterian.ca/
listening.

DISCUSSION & DISSENT
Both remits were discussed on June 8, 2021. Moderator Rev. Dr. Daniel Scott selected commissioners in turn speaking for and against, with
two minutes of time allotted per person, and many shared their views.
When the time came for commissioners to vote, Remit B took in 136
votes in support and 76 against, and Remit C had 130 votes for and 83
against – both passing with slightly more than 60 percent of the vote.
Commissioner Rev. Deb Stanbury, Executive Director of ARISE
Ministry, says she felt relief and excitement when the remits passed.
“I am taking a moment to appreciate and celebrate how absolutely
massive this is, that as a denomination we have been talking about this
and there have some who have been hoping and working for this for
25 years,” she tells CC – pointing to the hurt caused by the 1996 GA’s
overturning of Rev. Darryl Macdonald’s ordination because he was in
Rev. Andy Cornell.
a committed relationship with another man.
“I’m celebrating that we have gotten to this place and to this point,
though I recognize that there is a lot of work still to do – that the remit
is not the full inclusion that some had hoped for,” she adds.
Thirteen commissioners asked for their dissent be recorded in the
minutes for Remit B, and eight for Remit C. Commissioner Rev. Andy
Cornell did not support the remits. “I understand that the authors of
the remits intended them to be a compromise, designed to keep the
denomination from disintegrating,” he says, pointing to the concerns
of an exodus like what happened in the United Church.
“The remits were cooked up in an early-morning coffee shop meeting.
This sort of maneuvering is fine for political deal making but is not
how doctrine should be developed,” Cornell says. Two definitions of
marriage are “not only illogical but it suggests that the mind of Christ
Rev. Neil Ellis.
is divided.”
“My prayer is that the decision will spark a renewed conversation
As the denomination looks to
about theology and doctrine and get people to think more deeply about what is next, several overtures are
what scripture says, and contrast it with what the world values,” he says. being studied. Cornell says his
personal preference would be to
QUESTIONS MOVING FORWARD
plant a new, traditional PresbyAfter the remits passed, questions arose regarding gracious dismiss- terian denomination. “I truly beal and creating a separate theological synod for churches which hold lieve that we need to be as pure
to the definition of marriage prior to passing Remit B. The Assembly and unambiguous as possible in
Council, a committee of GA, has been tasked with looking into gra- our doctrine and practices. While
cious dismissal and the terms that would be involved for a congrega- I love my colleagues, who don’t
tion wanting to leave the denomination but retain its assets.
share my theology and I respect
“The question of unity is a big one for the denomination,” says com- that many of them have great pasmissioner Rev. Neil Ellis. “I celebrate and believe we made the right toral gifts, it’s vital for a church to
step forward, but we still need to be listening and hearing what the be in unity with Christ,” he says.
concerns are of others, and, in all of that, how do we find unity?”
“The battle to make the PCC
Learning how to speak and work graciously with one another when completely affirming remains
there are disagreements on this issue will be the greatest challenge for a goal for many,” Cornell says.
the coming year, he says. Difficulty could arise in situations where “Of course, many of those who
clergy and their sessions and congregations hold opposing views.
adhere to orthodoxy believe the
“In each instance there’s going to have to be the grace to listen to one denomination has now officialanother . . . if we can’t proclaim the good news of the cross together be- ly stepped into apostasy. Some
cause of this issue we probably have a larger issue pastorally,” Ellis says. of the ethnic congregations are
in shock and are ready to leave.
This is unhealthy and ultimately
unsustainable.”
As people wait for more to unfold, there is a sense that the work
will continue.
“I’m hopeful,” Stanbury says,
“but the work doesn’t end here. It
just changes.”
Jennifer Neutel

Sue Senior

LGBTQI CONTINUED

Crowds at the 2018 Pride Parade in Toronto where
Presbyterians walked to show their support.
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Jennifer is a member of
St. Andrew’s Presbyterian
Church in Cobourg, Ontario. She has fond memories of attending the
2006 GA as a Young Adult
Representative.
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Editorial

OUR HOMESCHOOL YEAR

take tests (we have no tests) and meet deadlines (we have very few
deadlines). I get overwhelmed thinking about all the subjects we’re not
doing, but honestly: it’s been a weird year for everyone on the planet.
Nothing is business as usual, anywhere.
“I finally figured out the trick to homeschooling!” I email my sister,
who years ago homeschooled her five children. “You just quit all the
subjects you don’t like!”
So we don’t even pretend to do French anymore. With the end of the
school year in sight, we double down on our favourite topics and let
the rest go.
There are still some bad days, like the time I put up a sign: “I don’t
have time to make supper. Make something if you want to eat.”

Angela Reitsma Bick | Editor
Angela, Editor of CC, loved her year of homeschooling, only possible with
the support of too many people to thank in this tiny box.

At Ripley’s Aquarium.

AUGUST 2020

The approach of September, six months into a global pandemic, is
terrifyingly complicated for almost everyone we know. Will schools
stay open? Are they safe? Will our kids learn enough at home? What
will they miss?
“They’ve decided to homeschool.”
My mom is talking to a friend on the phone. “Grades 4, 8 and 10.”
“Did your daughter go to teacher’s college?” the friend inquires politely.
“Well, no,” my mom says.
“And will she be quitting her job?”
“No. . .”
“How will that work, then?”
Good question.
There is no way we can recreate the experience of regular school at
home. It would be foolish to try. We have to focus instead on what we
can do well.
Of course, I won’t really figure that out until March.
In August, I am as jittery as a first-time teacher. I am a first-time teacher, with a separate full-time job and three students who never leave. I
research curriculum frantically and hang up posters like “Your Daily
Homeschool Schedule,” with half hour time slots for every subject.
We never use a single one.
SEPTEMBER 2020
Days fall into an easy rhythm at first. We start together at 9:30 on unitbased material and wrap up by noon. In the afternoons I work on Christian Courier while the kids do independent math. COVID news on the
radio remains grim. To balance an overdose of U.S. election news, we
memorize “Amazing Grace.”
I print off a map of the Great Lakes region before settlers arrived.
Our region was originally home to the Mississauga people, and also
the Iroquois, Objiway and Metis. The First Nations map has no borders
the way we’re used to: only brightly coloured, amorphous shapes indicating each tribe that overlap so frequently it’s hard to see where any
of them begin or end. The Great Lakes, unchanged, are easy to spot.
With other homeschooling cousins, we gather outside (following
regulations) to learn more about Orange Shirt Day: on a medicine
walk, making Haida art, cooking bannock. After weeks of isolation,
it’s so good to be together. The topic feels heavy but every kid is paying
attention.
When I went to elementary school, the history of residential schools
was not part of the curriculum. Now the library has a display of rel4
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evant material, including picture
books. If a new generation learns
more fully about the sins of the
past while they are still young,
will that make a difference?
“Why do you think we’re reading these books and talking about
this stuff?” a cousin asks.
My nephew, age 4: “Because it
actually happened.”
NOVEMBER 2020
Ripley’s Aquarium has a special
event for homeschool families –
squid dissection! The kids learn
to identify male & female squids
and pull out the ink sac, eyeballs,
beak, spine and heart, while I
watch, glad to be wearing a mask;
the smell is awful.
Toronto itself is weirdly empty,
all normal traffic patterns gone.
It’s the furthest we’ve driven in a
long time.
DECEMBER 2020
Spirits are flagging; everyone is
behind on math. Name an outing or activity, and it’s no longer
allowed. On Christmas Day we
skate at an outdoor rink, now
heavily fenced off. It takes us
longer to register than to skate.
The border closure and provincial
travel restrictions keep us apart
from beloved family members,
missed desperately over the holidays.
We join my parents for church
Christmas morning (no singing
allowed indoors). Creatively defiant, everyone gathers, bundled
up & socially distanced, in the
parking lot afterwards to sing Ere
Zij God – how’s that for a 2020
snapshot?
MARCH 2021
Some days we miss the structure
of regular school. One daughter is
worried about forgetting how to

APRIL 2021
I mail Meghan Kort a letter, using a piece of lined paper without noticing it has writing on the back. She texts me a photo, bemused. It’s a
note to myself that I accidentally sent all the way to B.C.: “Light and
matter; launch a rocket; flying contraptions; fruit batteries.”
She wonders if it’s a list of upcoming CC topics for a special science issue. I laugh for five minutes at my mistake. It’s actually a list of
homeschooling ideas for science class.
“Ok, THAT makes more sense!” Meghan texts back. “I was wondering how CC was going to ‘launch a rocket’!”
MAY 2021
The caterpillars arrive May 5. It’s incredible to watch them double in
size, hang upside down in a lower-case “j”, transform into hard-shelled
white cocoons and then crack out a week later as crinkled butterflies,
paper-thin wings in sunset colours. They all get names, of course: Dave
& Morley, Black Widow, Linda. A week later, we release eight healthy
butterflies into our backyard, keeping the one whose top wings never
fully unfurled, convinced it won’t survive. After that, at least once a
day, someone yells out, “Has anyone fed Hulk?”
JUNE 2021
We are doing a lesson on siblings in the Bible when a package arrives.
It’s a box from my sisters in the States packed with games, socks, toys.
Would you believe that we were just reading Exodus 17, the part where
Aaron holds up his brother’s arms during battle?
I love that story.
How did we make homeschooling work during COVID – when local
homeschool groups couldn’t meet, when some months we couldn’t buy
a pair of scissors in person, when the local library hasn’t been open for
browsing since March 12, 2020?
How did any of us make any part of our lives work, during the pandemic?
It is the lesson underneath all the other lessons of this COVID year.
When spirits flagged, when we grew tired, loved ones stepped in.
And, with steady hands, they came alongside for a little while – holding up our arms.

Who were those people for you?
Share your stories at editor@christiancourier.ca.

MURPHY’S LAWS OF HOMESCHOOLING
Alba Bick, age 14

•
•
•
•

Any curriculum you buy will not be completed, no matter how
colour coded and scheduled you make your calendar.
A cup of coffee every morning is mandatory for the teacher and no you cannot make it for her because you will get it
wrong.
The recess time bell is also known as the phone ringing and is
completely random.
If the weather is nice, school moves outside!
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TAKE THE HUMAN SEXUALITY REPORT SERIOUSLY
I am encouraged and thankful for Rev. Tony Maan’s article (“Theology
and Sexuality,” May 10) amid the naysayers first out of the gate in the
wake of the report becoming public. As a non theologian, I have read
the report and studied it in a five-week (virtual) discussion group at my
church. Rev. Maan and “the colleagues he talked to” have put into words
what I could only sense about the report. Clearly, it ought to be taken
seriously by the denomination that asked for it.
Ed Grootenboer
Kitchener, Ont.

multifaceted controversy, and he did so in an irenic and respectful spirit.
Al Wolters
Ancaster, Ont.

THE HSR’S VALUE
Tony, thank you for this view from 30,000 feet (“Theology and Sexuality,” May 10). In the ongoing discussion of the Report’s weaknesses, e.g.
not saying enough about what being confessional means, and the pastoral implications of that, you have rightly pointed to its value. I particularly appreciate your saying that “it does represent a valuable attempt to do
beneficial theological work in service of the Christian Reformed Church
at large.” And I too pray: “May it serve as one working document that
can contribute to our ongoing discussion in the call to be counter-cultural
followers of and leaders for Jesus in the unfolding, progressive work of
God’s redemption among us today.”
Bill Tuininga
Langley, B.C.

TIMELY & VALUABLE CONTENT IN CC
You have done it again! Just to mention two excellent articles, both of
which are informative and timely: “Five Major Concerns” by Paul Verhoef and “Before Fascism Takes Root, Churches Must Speak Up” by
Richard Reitsma regarding the Big Lie (May 10). Eagerly I sit down
and read CC the moment it arrives. Keep up the good work! Love your
kingdom vision.
Ron Fisher
Waterloo, Ont.

THE WORK OF RENEWAL
Kudos to two excellent articles on the LBGTQ issue and the Synodical
Committee report on human sexuality. The one by Tony Maan argues for
the importance of letting God’s Words dictate the content of our theology. The other by Paul Verhoef argues for “excluded voices” to be heard
& included in the development of our theology. The difference between
the two couldn’t be clearer. The one attempts to have our theology influence current culture. The other attempts to let current culture influence
& direct our theology.
My position is quite simple. God’s Word is clear on what he intended. (1) Marriage (and sex) is a relationship between a man & a woman.
Anything else is sinful. (2) But we are all sinners in need of repentance &
God’s grace. So the Gospel is for everyone and the Church is open to all.
(3) We live in a broken world where each of us (Christians especially)
need to bring about healing and renewal in all areas of life – something
that will never be fully achieved until Jesus returns. Thanks be to God for
his work of renewal – both through the work of each of us and through
the victory of our Lord & Savior Jesus Christ.
Herman Jonker
Kitchener, Ont.
THE REACH OF GOD’S GRACE
Tony Maan is correct – we should expect the church’s message to be
different and distinct from that of the world (“Theology and Sexuality,”
May 10). If not, why come to church? The messages are different. The
Bible says sex is good – in its place. Its place is a committed relationship
marked by love. The world says do as you please, save harming others.
Those are different and distinct messages, as we would expect.
However, Synod’s report goes beyond that. It places practising homosexual persons beyond the reach of God’s grace and instructs congregations to withhold the means of grace even when they practice their sex
within a 50 year-plus committed relationship of love, such as my sister’s.
The report needs to show what is the sin in long-term, committed, samesex relationships. If sinful, we should be able to say what the sin is.
Nick Loenen
Richmond, B.C.
RESPECTFUL INFORMATION
I’d like to thank Paul Verhoef for the clear, even-handed and non-polemical way he acquitted himself of the big job of summarizing the overtures and other documents critical of the Human Sexuality Report (“Five
Major Concerns” by Paul Verhoef, May 10). I think he performed a real
service for people who want to keep themselves informed about this

CONCERN FOR UNITY
Thanks for this recap (“Five Major Concerns,” Paul Verhoef, May 10).
It reflects my own concern for how we can remain in unity with and for
all God’s children.
Elly Krygsman-VanAlten
Edmonton, Alta.

GHOSTS OF CONFLICT PAST
Richard, thank you for this thought-provoking article (“Before Fascism
Takes Root,” May 10). When you say that the “troubling interplay” between these three groups of Calvinism before and during WWII left deep
tracks in modern Dutch history, it prompts me to wonder how that inter-play has evolved in post war Dutch immigrant communities around
the world up until the present moment. I realize some may wish to keep
the past buried, but I have a sense this past still haunts our communities.
Fred Witteveen
christiancourier.ca
THIRD-CULTURE KIDS
Ron’s piece, “Growing up Asian-Canadian” (May 10), is very powerful
and I think many Asians growing up in North America can relate with the
two different kinds of shame [in] being a third-culture kid / bi-cultural
adult.
Esther Leung
B.C.
MOURNING AFTER KAMLOOPS
It goes beyond bodies when we hear of the torture some of these children
[in residential schools such as Kamloops] suffered, when we think of the
destruction of the parents’ hearts to have their children stolen (“Shocked
because we did not listen” by Jonathan Boone (christiancourier.ca, June
4). There is no way to make amends. What we need is an action plan
to address current issues like the number of First Nations people living
without access to clean drinking water. We need to mourn. Thank you for
addressing this issue.
Deborah Dubas Groom
Langley, B.C.
TEARS OF JOY
This is such a beautiful testament to the love of a family for their mother
(“Holy Privilege,” by Jenny Siebring DeGroot, June 14). I had the privilege of meeting Annie Siebring in Halifax, N.S. quite a few years ago
and marvelled at how young she seemed then, for her years!
Now, seventy-five, myself, I watch some peers and older friends heading off to nursing homes, which seems, in many cases, to be the only
option.
I don’t want to seem judgemental, but it may not be the first choice of
many of us, especially if we are fortunate enough to grew old in proximity to our families, and our families are in a position to bring us home. It
is not exactly something one would demand, but something one might
pray for. This account brought tears of joy to my eyes!
May God bless all of you Siebrings!
Holly Bell
Halifax, N.S.
CHRISTIANCOURIER.CA
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Guest Editorial

DO REFORMED FOLKS
KNOW HOW TO FIGHT?

own will to power, our own desire for victory as we define it.
Thomas Merton once wrote that
“conservatives and progressives
in the Church are so concerned
with total victory over each other
that they are more and more
closed to each other.” He wrote
that about the Catholic Church
sometime in the mid-1960s, but
he could’ve been describing any
number of skirmishes among Reformed folk over the years. It’s a
helpful – and pointed – assessment of the way we often fight.
We aim to vivisect and vanquish,
thinking that’s a kind of victory,
thinking that’s the way to see hostilities cease, all the while closing
our hearts off to each other as a
kind of defensive posture. I have
faith that we can do better.

Brian Bork | Reviews Editor

Jason Rosewell, unsplash

Brian is CC’s Review Editor and a Christian Reformed Church
chaplain at the University of Waterloo and Wilfrid Laurier University.

MAYBE THE ANSWER SEEMS IMMEDIATELY OBVIOUS – of course we
do, we fight all the time! So much, in fact, that schism is one of our
chief contributions to the broader history of the Christian church.
But do we know how to fight well? I don’t mean tactically, or strategically. Instead, since I believe everything falls under the Lordship
of Jesus, when I say “well,” I mean in a way that’s distinctly Christian.
I’m not so sure about that. I’m a little in the dark about how to fight
in a distinctly Christian way. Part of that is due to my temperament;
I’m about as conflict-avoidant as you could imagine. If I order the beef
dish and the waiter mistakenly brings me fish, I’m eating fish. That’s
not always a terrible thing – a little meekness can go a long way to
turning down the temperature, or stilling some churning waters. But
it’s not a cure-all, either. Sometimes a fight is coming my way no matter what, and a duck or a dodge isn’t going to change that, regardless
of how expedient it might initially seem to me. This makes me very
uncomfortable.
So, I’d like some help! Shameful schisms aside, there are many
things about my tradition that make me proud, too. Not least among
them is our ability to produce brilliant, insightful, nuanced theological explorations of all kinds of subjects. I would love it if we could
leverage that strength into helping us understand how we ought to
fight, when the fight inevitability comes. And I don’t just want an exploration of how to resolve conflict justly, though that’s of course an
extremely worthy goal. A “theology of the fight” for the sake of those
in the midst of the fight itself – I think that would be a marvelous,
much needed thing.
HOLLOW VICTORIES
I suppose we’re not completely lacking guidance when it comes to
how to fight. Our denominational structures and our Church Order
do a lot to restrain and productively channel our combative impulses.
This too is a very good thing. But policies and procedures can feel
kind of bloodless and arid, whereas a fight is such a gut-level thing.
Seems like we need something similarly gut-level – the kind of theology that shapes the heart – to help turn it toward good ends. Without
that, even those good policies and procedures are susceptible to our
6
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SHAPING THE STRUGGLE
Instead of tearing us apart, how
might the intimacy of a fight
strengthen the bonds between
us? How might acknowledging
our shared vulnerabilities shape
the struggle? How might the
cross-carrying lifestyle we’re
each called to give us endurance
for a lengthy bout? How might
the cross of Christ, which looks
to all the world like defeat, shape
our understanding of what true
victory is? These are only a few of
the questions I have, and though
I don’t have all the answers, I’d
love to explore them some more.
Who wants to strike a study
committee?

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
We really want to know! Let’s
explore the great questions in
Brian’s guest editorial in future issues of Christian Courier. We invite pastors, armchair theologians, and anyone
who has insight here to write
400 words in response. Send
that to editor@christiancourier.ca by August 30 and help
us define “the theology of the
fight.”

WHY NOT TRY

PRINT?
50 SUBSCRIPTIONS

AT 50% OFF! SPECIAL OFFER

Reading a trial or borrowed copy
and thinking of subscribing?
Looking to give a meaningful gift
to a friend or family member?

FOR NEW READERS
12-issue subscription for $30,
instead of the regular $60.

(Canada and U.S. subscriptions only.)

CC’s office just received a generous donation to help more people receive Christian Courier! The
donation will pay for half of the
subscription price to 50 new readers – the perfect gift for a new
graduate, newlyweds and more!

Be one of the first 50 to take
advantage of this offer!

With that, we’re offering
50 subscriptions
at 50% off!

subs@christiancourier.ca
1-800-275-9185

Use code “50off” at
christiancourier.ca or contact
our circulation manager and
mention this ad.

LET ME COUNT THE WAYS

Huge thanks to Maaike VanderMeer, Assistant Editor, for creating the compelling 10 Reasons We Love Print Series. A photo of B.C. subscriber Bert
Groenenberg reading Christian Courier by a waterfall in Wells Grey Provincial Park was selected for our final watercolour (see above) – something to
read on an adventure!

CAN WE STAY TOGETHER?

Lightstock

What unites Christians is far greater than what
divides us. | John Bowen

I WAS RECENTLY INVOLVED IN DISCUSSIONS AMONG EVANGELICAL
church leaders as to whether our churches could continue to work together. The focus was same-sex marriage, which seemed to us a convenient peg on which to hang broader questions of sexuality. The jury
has not yet returned a verdict.
When I say these leaders were “evangelical,” what do I mean? Well,
if you asked them what the Gospel is, all would say something like:
“The Gospel is the message of the Bible, that God is making all things
new through Jesus Christ, his life, death and resurrection. We are invited to be part of that new thing through repentance and faith, and then
a life of discipleship in following Jesus.” In other words, these are not
exactly theological liberals!
As the discussions unfolded, the arguments about scripture, history,
truth and love seemed hauntingly familiar.
However, the realization slowly dawned on me that there were underlying issues which explained why there was no meeting of minds.
Not that the difficulties would miraculously go away if we named those
questions, but at least the naming might lead to a new understanding
and respect among those who think differently. Here are five that occurred to me:
CREATION
How does the new creation relate to the old creation?
“If anyone is in Christ, they are a new creation.” But does that creation mean restoring things to the perfection they had in the first creation, or does the newness consist of God’s making something new yet
different from the ruins of the old?
I have a tea set that was a wedding gift to my grandmother in 1904.
When I got it, there was one broken cup, so I had it mended. As a result,
I cannot now tell which the broken one was. Is that the nature of new
creation?
But I have also come across the Japanese art of kintsugi, where broken pieces of pottery are repaired with gold, so that they are beautiful,
but in a different way from how they were originally made. Is that what
new creation does?
How we answer will affect how we respond to current issues of
sexuality.
CULTURE
How do we distinguish accommodation from compromise?
“I have become all things to all people, that I may win some,” says
Paul. Adapting to life in a predominantly non-Christian culture is an
ongoing challenge. It takes time and experimentation to figure out the
@ChrCourier
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way forward.
For example, in general, African churches have insisted on
monogamy among their converts.
However, I once met a missionary
who had spent 30 years among
the Maasai, and who had come to
believe that polygamy, far from
being immoral, was actually necessary for the economic survival of the Maasai and should be
welcomed in the Maasai church.
Legitimate adaptation, or worldly
compromise?
We too are missionaries in an
alien culture and, inevitably, there
will be disagreements as to what
is legitimate adaptation and what
is syncretism. Such things are not
cause for division.
THEOLOGY AND THE BIBLE
How do we weigh specific scriptures over against broad Gospel
themes?
In general, we arrive at our
Christian convictions by reflecting on specific scriptures and then
drawing broad conclusions. We
try to formulate our theology by
reflecting on all of scripture, of
course. However, we know that in
practice every Christian tradition
has a “canon within the canon,”
passages and doctrines which we
regard as more key than others,
and which provide a guide for interpreting the rest.
This is not a bad thing – in fact,
it is unavoidable. By the grace of
God we are all growing, learning
and changing. This means that our
theology is necessarily provisional: we are both human and sinful,
and those two things limit our
grasp of God’s truth.
As a result, there will always
be a variety of theologies within
the church, and we will attribute
different levels of importance to
specific scriptures accordingly.
We may not agree with someone
else’s interpretation, but we need
at least to trust that they have
come to their conclusions with integrity – and try to live graciously
with the discomfort.
EXPERIENCE
How in practice does our experience of life and people interact
with our reading of scripture?
I often hear Christians of different persuasions say, “I know and
respect professing Christians who
are in same-sex relationships.”
That’s experience – obviously –
but we respond differently to that

In the Japanese art of kintsugi, broken pottery is
mended with gold – made beautiful in a new way.

experience.
Sometimes people’s conclusion
is, “This experience makes me
wonder if there a legitimate way
to try to reinterpret the relevant
scriptures.” Others have the opposite response: “The Bible says
same-sex relationships are sinful,
so my positive experience of these
couples makes no difference.”
The underlying question then
is: How exactly do we relate
our experience and our reading
of scripture? There is no single
answer. Clearly, in Acts 15, the
apostles’ experience of Gentiles
turning to Christ caused them to
re-read scripture and realize they
were not reading it correctly. On
the other hand, there are times
when (for example) we cling to
scriptural promises of the love
of God in the face of life-experiences which might suggest the
opposite.
We need to challenge one another about the particular weight
(or lack of weight) we give to
experience in our understanding
of scripture in any given circumstance. But it is often a spiritual
judgement call.
DISCIPLESHIP
What does it mean in practice
when we say we live under the
authority of scripture?
You may be familiar with N.T.
Wright’s image of the five-act
play. Wright says: suppose a previously unknown play of Shakespeare’s was discovered tomorrow. It is all there except Act Five.
What are you going to do? Why
not get together the world’s best
Shakespearian actors, let them act
out the four acts as Shakespeare
wrote them . . . and then let them
make up the last act?
How would that work? They

Riho Kitagawa, unsplash

News

would know they had to be faithful to the play as Shakespeare
wrote it, but on the other hand
they could not simply repeat lines
from the previous acts. They
would have to exercise what
Wright calls “faithful improvisation.” The characters have to
continue to develop, the arc of the
plot has to continue, the style of
the play has to remain the same
(tragedy cannot suddenly turn
into comedy), and so on.
Wright suggests this is where
we are with the Bible. Much of
the time, we cannot simply repeat
lines from the previous acts of
scripture, but we have to act with
what fidelity we can muster in
line with the spirit and direction
of the text.
So what does “faithful improvisation” look like around questions
of sexuality? Experienced actors are always going to disagree
about when “improvisation” ceases to be “faithful.”
CONCLUSION
I am convinced we will never
reach a resolution on questions of
sexuality until we acknowledge
deeper differences such as these.
Once we do, I believe we will discover there is room for diversity
of genuinely Christian opinion.
Compared with the philosophies
and religions around us in the
contemporary world, what unites
Christians is far greater than what
divides us.
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John Bowen
John is Professor Emeritus
of Evangelism from Wycliffe
College at the University
of Toronto. His most recent
book is The Unfolding Gospel: How the Good News
Makes Sense of Discipleship, Church, Mission, and
Everything Else (Fortress
2021).
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AN ALBERTA JOURNEY
Cheryl Mahaffy

Peter Mahaffy

DECADES BEFORE THE FIRST WOMAN WAS ORDAINED in the Christian Reformed Church (CRC), groups of women (and some men) with
a vision for the full expression of women’s gifts were at work, opening
a path toward leadership. For me and other Edmonton women, that
journey began in 1983 with informal house meetings and grew into
workshops and retreats where we learned, laughed, cried, sang – and
equipped ourselves for action.
As advocates, we did not stand alone. First, we had allies: spouses,
friends and church leaders in and beyond Edmonton who amplified
our message. Second, we were part of a larger Committee for Women in the CRC, a network formed in 1975, after synod declared the
denomination was not ready to open church offices to women despite
repeated study reports saying that the continued exclusion of women
from ecclesiastical office could not be defended on biblical grounds.
For two decades, the Grand Rapids-based CW-CRC served as an essential connector and clearinghouse for chapters such as ours, helping
us support, encourage and train each other to become aware of and use
our abilities to build up the body at home, in church and in society.
A few memorable highlights: In 1992, after synod took yet another
step back from opening all church offices to women, our Edmonton
chapter hosted a night of “cathar-sis.” That somewhat slapstick evening included an overture protesting the opening of the office of Sunday school teacher to men and an interrogation proving a short person unqualified for headship. The following year, we sent a bird with
a broken wing to classis and then to synod. Created by potter Edith
Sinnema, this “silent overture” spent the entire synod in the gallery
amid a row of women, living evidence of that broken wing.
After being dormant for years, last fall we gathered to celebrate and
reflect in anticipation of the 25th anniversary of women’s ordination.
As Dolores Huizinga, who chaired the Edmonton chapter, said while
recounting our history at that event, “We were there through the backward and forward dance of synod, and our conferences and our meetings helped us deal with it.”
Denise Posie, then the CRC’s director of Leadership Diversity, reminded us that the denomination’s dance is not over. Quoting Parker
Palmer, she spoke of her role as “standing in the tragic gap,” a situation that is not as it should be but needs to be gently held. “But the
beautiful thing about our God is he’s not going to leave us there.”
Three ordained women shared their stories that evening. Besides
signaling how far we’ve come – and how much remains to be done –
their journeys illustrate the range of connections between those earlier
years of foundation building and today’s reality.

Denise Posie (left) and Dolores Huizenga in Edmonton, fall 2020.

KAREN NORRIS did not grow up in a Christian home and answered
the call to ministry before realizing that her gender put her in the middle of CRC debates surrounding women in office. At Calvin Theolog8
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(L to R) Michelle Kool, Karen Norris, and Anne Vander Hoek spoke in Edmonton
in fall 2020 for an event celebrating the 25th anniversary of women’s ordination.

Potter Edith Sinnema places the bird with a broken wing down, after telling its history.

ical Seminary, she immersed herself in that tension by investigating
the experiences of women as parish pastors elsewhere, a thesis project
completed in nine months and turned in with a birth announcement.
She braced herself for the sexism, tokenism, sidelining, isolation, lack
of support and limited opportunities those pastors described.
Upon graduating, Norris searched in vain for a preaching post while
filling in for absent preachers in numerous churches, including some
that had never seen a woman in the pulpit before and working in a
support position at West End CRC. Finally setting aside that hope, she
became a chaplain at the Stollery Children’s Hospital in Edmonton,
where opportunities to be a pastoral presence abound. “I so love being
in a place where my internal calling and external calling could match
up,” she said. “But that sorrow for me of not being in parish ministry
is there. I’ve been thinking a lot about Edith’s bird. My wing had been
broken; chaplaincy has healed that wing, but the break line is still
there.”
ANNE VANDER HOEK grew up knowing all about women in office

debates and the toll they took on real people: her own mother, Sini
Den Otter, became the CRC’s first female chaplain, persisting despite
her clinical pastoral educator’s constant critique and advice to go back
to being a housewife. Appointed deacon-at-large for hospital ministry
by Third CRC in Edmonton in 1989, Den Otter proved instrumental in
soothing hearts and changing minds. “She was the trailblazer for me
– a huge encouragement, really, for me to go into ministry,” Vander
Hoek said.
Vander Hoek graduated from Newman Theological College in 2003.
For three years she wondered what God wanted her to do with the M
Div he’d directed her to attain. “I thought maybe a chaplain, but not
in a hospital; every time I went into a hospital, I fainted. So I was not
going to follow in my mother’s footsteps,” she said. Then she learned
of a new church plant in Edmonton, to be led by Victor Ko, and that
became her calling. In 2013, she took yet another step, undergoing
a classical exam to become a commissioned pastor. She now serves
part-time at mosaicHouse Church.
“I really received a lot of help and affirmation, unlike my mother,” Vander Hoek said, naming mentors like Cecil Van Niejenhuis,

Dan Vanderwel

Opening church office doors to women. |

Roy Berkenbosch and Henry De
Moor. “She faced opposition, but
I was so affirmed and so encouraged and so welcomed into the
classis and into the church. Just
this past Saturday, two women pastors, Loretta Stadt and
Hillary Smith, sat right here in
these chairs and were examined
and approved by classis. It’s just
amazing how God has been at
work through all these years.”
MICHELLE KOOL, lead pastor at
Covenant Christian Reformed
Church, expressed wonder about
how little she knew of the journey
to ordination described throughout the evening, despite growing
up in Edmonton and being active
in the CRC all her life. “Honestly,
I had no idea all of this went on,”
she said. “I feel like I’ve been
kind of living under a rock.”
As a young mother at Inglewood CRC, Kool moved through
“the acceptable leadership roles
for women,” free to do “all kinds
of stuff with nobody watching.”
Feeling a need to connect with
and learn from other lay leaders in
the absence of other training opportunities, she formed a regional
network that caught the attention
of denominational leaders who
sent her to a Presbyterian event
for church educators. Sitting for
the first time as a peer alongside
pastors, she realized she could
have a voice at such tables.
Besides pastoring Covenant
CRC, which she describes as “so
welcoming and so affirming,”
Kool represents Classis Alberta
North at denominational tables,
often among men who oppose
women in office. She has learned
to gauge the room before speaking. “If the table is open for everybody, then our voices are
equal. If the table is not open for
everybody, then I must find a way
to make my voice heard.”
When discouraged, Kool thinks
of the youngsters looking up at
her as she fulfills her call. “Soon
enough women in office will be a
nonissue because they’ve grown
up with it. I can tell you, that’s
very affirming.”
Cheryl Mahaffy
Cheryl is an Edmonton-based writer who worships at Fellowship Christian
Reformed Church. This is part
two in a series; don’t miss the
next installment in our August issue.
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THE PLEASURES AND PITFALLS OF TRAVEL
Joanne Spoelstra

INDIANS ON VACATION
Thomas King
Harper Collins, 2020.

CLOSED BORDERS AND TRAVEL BANS have brought travel and tourism
to a halt over the last year. Thomas King’s latest novel offers the reader
a vicarious vacation told through the travels of Bird and Mimi, a middle-class Indigenous couple from Guelph, Ontario.
They are in Prague on vacation. This trip is one many they undertake to follow the trail of postcards sent by Mimi’s uncle Leroy who
disappeared nearly a 100 years before during a European tour. The
novel is written in short sections, alternating between the present and
the past, signalling the present by a variation of the phrase “so, we’re
in Prague.”
You might see yourself in Mimi, the trip planner with an itinerary
and guidebook in hand. Or maybe you’re more like Bird, preferring to
observe people from a seat at a sidewalk cafe or seeking downtime in
front of the hotel TV, even if you don’t understand the language.
Along for the trip are Bird’s demons of despair, depression, self-loathing, pessimism and a chip on his shoulder. He would like to pretend
they don’t exist, but Mimi has given them all names and likes to bring
them out in the open and get Bird to talk about his “problems.” The
demons make us think about the baggage we all carry.
If you’ve been to Prague or any of the other places recounted, you’ll
recognize the popular tourist attractions that Mimi and Bird visit. Bird
describes the absurdity of tourists flocking to see the non-functioning
Prague Astronomical Clock. By contrast, Bird and Mimi’s side trip to
Budapest confronts them with the ugly realities of the refugees that fill
the Budapest train station and sends them right back to Prague, filled
with guilt and helplessness.
Bird reflects on his life and purpose – what he accomplished as a
photojournalist. He was known as the “Indigenous expert” who covered all the major contemporary Indigenous events. For over 40 years,
he took pictures and wrote stories but quit in despair that nothing had
changed. He is pushed by Mimi to believe in something, even if at the
end “there are no happy endings.”
SUBVERSIVE COMMENTARY
Indians on Vacation is an entertaining read with laugh aloud moments;

it has an honest and rich dialogue. Sly jabs challenge stereotypes. Even the title is somewhat
subversive, says King, in that it
pokes holes in the popular imagination that Indigenous people
don’t go on vacation. The story
gains depth when it reveals Bird
and Mimi’s personal history and
comments on the inequalities experienced by Indigenous people.
Travel was one of the topics
discussed with King in a virtual
interview with Adrian Harewood
at the 2020 Ottawa International
Authors Festival. King admitted
that he’s not that keen on travel,
but his partner is, so he’s along for
the ride. He questioned whether
travel really does broaden one’s
experience and make one more
tolerant of others. People are
pretty much the same anywhere,
said King, and increased travel
hasn’t seemed to change people’s
tolerance for differences. One
expects to see something new on
vacation, but it’s not often that
we are surprised or delighted as
tourists are mainly led to centres
that recreate the local culture.
Getting off the map for authentic
experiences is difficult and often
unsafe.
This novel left me reflect-

ing on our own travel and if it
has helped us to see the world
from a different point of view.
I look back on the experiences
that surprised and delighted us,
mostly centering around people
we’ve met that have enriched
our understanding of the culture,
history and politics of the region.
That in turn keeps us interested
and aware of events that occur in
those places and, hopefully, does
help break down our own walls.
The pandemic is an opportunity to rethink tourism and our
travel decisions, particularly
the opportunity to transition to
a low-carbon economy. At the
same time, we cannot ignore the
job losses and global economic
impact of that transition and its
direct effect on so many lives and
countries. There are no easy answers, but perhaps we can begin
by engaging in conversations
about responsible and sustainable
travel.
Joanne Spoelstra
Joanne is a retired teacher-librarian living in Hamilton,
Ontario where she participates in two book clubs. She
and her husband enjoy living near their children and
grandchildren.

HOPE THROUGH PANDEMIC AND RESURRECTION
Jim Dekker

WILD HOPE:
PRAYERS AND POEMS
John Terpstra
The St. Thomas Poetry Series, 2020.
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HAMILTON, ONTARIO POET JOHN TERPSTRA is also a cabinet maker.
Correspondingly, his writing hovers over themes of spirit and place. In
Wild Hope Terpstra offers a sequel to In the Company of All: Prayers
from Sunday Mornings at St. Cuthbert’s. There Terpstra concisely expressed that small congregation’s embodied spiritual desires, praises
and hopes. With personal names removed, both volumes record spiritual and material themes particular and universal.
All congregations suffer illnesses. Beyond local maladies, hurricanes devastate; COVID spreads; children lie in cages. “The Kind of
World We Live in” opens this collection, reminding us of such events,
past and present. Repeating that verse twice, Terpstra stuffs the poem’s
agonies into a metaphorical backpack borne on an elemental Lenten
wilderness trek. As the pilgrim plods on, nourished by “roots and berries,” the burden lightens, until only “wild hope” remains as the tone
for the prayers and poems limning that thin space between worlds.
Thus, in Palm Sunday’s “Donkey People Prayer,” runners meet
agony and ecstasy in the Hamilton Marathon, while worshipers’ prayers celebrate that day’s joy. Thus we anticipate Good Friday’s agony
– a long-distance journey, if ever there was.
“A Prayer That Everyone Should Be So Lucky” offers ambivalent
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thanks for Western plenty – or
excess – while Terpstra movingly
intercedes for society’s marginalized. A moving Easter prayer describes Jesus’ dance from death
to resurrection, ending with celebratory and whimsical splendour,
“when the rock learned to roll.”
We smile with tears in our eyes.
“Brendan Luck” alludes to St.
Brendan’s quasi-legendary journey in a currach. In Skin Boat
Terpstra employed that booklong conceit to chronicle his personal spiritual and ecclesiological voyage. Repeating the opening
verse “In the church where we go
now,” he identifies fellow parishioners as “survivors and athletes
coursing uncharted waters.”

This short book offers confession, penance and absolution to our confused times of
suffering, plenty, health, disease
and injustice. Throughout “wild
hope” fuels human life encountering the mystery of God. As St.
Augustine heard centuries ago,
tolle lege – take up and read.
Not just once, but often. Thanks,
John Terpstra. We await more
reverent words.
Jim Dekker
Semi-retired pastor Jim Dekker wishes he’d soaked up
John Terpstra’s poems while
still preaching, to help congregations weep and laugh
at the endless wonder and
perplexity of God’s world.
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A FIELD MANUAL FOR RACIAL JUSTICE
John Medendorp
FOLLOWING THE CRITICAL SUCCESS of The Color of Compromise

HOW TO FIGHT RACISM:
COURAGEOUS CHRISTIANITY
AND THE JOURNEY TOWARD
RACIAL JUSTICE.
Jemar Tisby
Zondervan, 2021.

(2019), an exploration of white Christians’ participation in racism and
white-dominated churches’ complicity, silence and tacit approval of
racism throughout the history of the United States, Jemar Tisby offers
this eminently practical exploration and application of his “ARC of
Racial Justice” in How to Fight Racism.
Those who read Color will recognize the “ARC of Racial Justice”
from the closing chapter of that work, titled “The Fierce Urgency of
Now.” Color surveys the historical data and lays out the argument
for why a Christian response to racism is needed and necessary, and
Fight operates as a sort of “how then shall we live?” response. How
to Fight Racism is focused in its scope and clear about what it intends
to accomplish. It wastes no time attempting to convince skeptics that
racism is a real problem or that a Christian response is urgently needed, recognizing that there are other resources for that purpose. This is
a field manual for those who are committed to the fight.
The book itself is structured in three parts, modelled after the ARC
of racial justice: Awareness, Relationships and Commitment. These
three areas of justice work are not chronological or incremental but
rather interconnected. There is no “right path” for an individual Christian to grow in their understanding of and commitment to justice. For
some, it may start with awareness of the issues and educating oneself
on the history of racism. For others, it may arise out of a relationship
with someone who has experienced racism or is involved in anti-racism work. For others, as was the case this past year, it may begin with
commitment – attending a rally, vigil, protest or community meeting
in response to a traumatic event.
THREE AREAS
In “Part 1: Awareness,” Tisby begins with an exploration of race and
the imago dei, giving Christians language, concepts and actionable
practices that expertly weave together biblical and theological principles with learnings from history and sociology. This chapter will be
particularly helpful for Christian pastors and educators. From there
Tisby moves from the conceptual to the personal by encouraging his
readers to explore their own racial identity, not simply in terms of
ancestry and heritage, but by exploring and recording one’s own journey of understanding and awareness around issues of race and racism.
Finally, Tisby encourages careful study of the history of race and
racism, offering helpful and practical advice for laypeople trying to
navigate the troubled waters of contemporary historical scholarship.
In “Part 2: Relationships,” Tisby tackles head-on the sacred cows
of anti-racism work in Christian evangelical circles: a focus on “reconciliation,” making friends across racial lines, and the emphasis on
establishing multicultural churches. Reconciliation is a worthy goal,
Tisby maintains, but if it is to recover its transformational and divine power, we must rediscover its true meaning. All three chapters
invite the reader to move beyond surface-level diversity to deeply engage with the suffering, harm and sin that racism has wrought on our
relationships with one another through the individual and corporate
practices of lament, confession, humility, hospitality, submission and
repair. Tisby even devotes a subsection to “How to Talk to Racial Justice Resisters,” encouraging his readers to engage in meaningful conversations through respectful, humanizing, loving, imago-affirming
dialogue and action.
“Part 3: Commitment” offers practical methods and avenues for engagement in racial justice work. This will likely be the most controversial (and contextual) chapter, since on-the-ground work for justice differs from place-to-place and is not neutral with regard to politics, economics or social dynamics. The chapters in this section tackle areas as
diverse as democracy, education, criminal justice, reparations, and use
of resources – all areas that, while not explicitly about race or racism,
have disproportionate impact on people and communities of colour.
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Both personally and communally, Tisby exhorts his readers to
use the plethora of gifts God has
given them (budget, investments,
land, facilities, time, talents, authority, platform) to pursue racial
justice.
STRENGTHS
AND WEAKNESSES

Each section of the book had a
distinctly different flavour, even
while maintaining a cohesive
thread of unity. “Part 1: Awareness” most clearly flowed from
Tisby’s training as a theologian
and historian, and was understandably more ideological than
the rest of the book. “Part 2: Relationships” had a personal bite
to it, and it was easy to see how
many of the recommendations
and reflections in this section
flowed out of the profound pain
and loss that Tisby has faced in
the evangelical circles that once
embraced him. I was moved by
Tisby’s reflections on evangelical action around racial reconciliation in this section. “Part 3:
Commitment,” in wading into
contemporary political issues,
will naturally be the most controversial and divisive section of
the book for people, regardless of
their political convictions.
One of the possible weaknesses of the book is that it doesn’t
try to convince or argue with a
reader at odds with the premise
of the work. Tisby assumes that
people who read How to Fight
Racism are interested in fighting
racism. While he names the reality that there are some who are
not interested – who even reject
racial justice work as a deep-state
Marxist conspiracy spearheaded
by the Radical Left and the New
World Order – he does not address these conspiracies. People
who think that racial justice work
is communist and satanic will
find nothing to love in this book.
But for Tisby, that’s okay. This
book is not for them. This book
is for those interested in justice
work, but who may not know
where to begin. It is for those who
are seeking to grow ever deeper
in their work toward a more just
society that reflects the beloved
community of the people of God.

And for those on that journey, it
offers a helpful paradigm for justice work and practical steps to
take in the fight for what is right.
I think that the greatest strength
of this work is that its paradigm
is applicable for justice work far
beyond the area of racial justice.
Awareness, relationships and
commitment are vital areas of
growth for any area of justice,
from gender and age to ability
and class. I found myself often,
as I read through these chapters,
remembering with appreciation
the Tuesday night Friendship
Ministry at Community CRC in
Kitchener, where I used to serve
as pastor, marvelling at the ways
that program, through its mentoring and teaching ministries,
invited people to grow in their
awareness of, relationships with,
and commitment to adults living
with developmental, mental and
physical disabilities. Through
a single program, thoughtfully
planned and faithfully implemented over 50 years, an entire
community of worshipers has
been mobilized to work for justice, and grown to reflect the
Kingdom of Heaven. Tisby’s
thoughtful work gave me categories to better appreciate that
gift.
How to Fight Racism is highly
recommended for anyone interested in growing in the area of racial justice, both in their churches
and in their personal lives.
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John is a pastor at Rosewood
CRC in Bellflower, California.
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you and others to stop and contemplate.
A well planted garden, an experiential garden, is a picture of
a forest. We, the gardeners, are
not just holding a camera capturing a photo, we are also holding
a paintbrush. We’re using our
God-given creative expression as
we organize that which is created into something that we see as
beautiful. This work is quiet work.
This gift isn’t to be taken lightly,
it is a mighty invitation to create
something beautiful, full of life,
and contemplative for the soul.
THE GARDEN AS
MINIATURE FOREST

A WELL-PLANTED LIFE

Tanner on a sandbar in the forests around Summerland, B.C, writing this article.

How forests and gardens can help us experience God and find rest.
Tanner Johnson
AT THE AGE OF 12 I GOT MY dream pet: a tortoise, who required a
specific herbivore diet. I knew nothing about plants. I researched vigorously, learning what safe plants I could feed him and what I could
plant in his enclosure. At the local nursery they affectionately called
me “Tortoise Boy” as I came by so often. Eventually I left for college
and the tortoise was re-homed, but the plants remained on my mind.
This early interest led to a growing passion which opened the door
to several jobs related to gardens and landscaping. One landscape
construction job allowed me to work on some of the most expensive
properties in the South Okanagan, British Columbia, with at least one
being valued over $12 million. These extravagant homes had some
of the best views available with ample space for a large garden. The
owners often wanted details like porcelain patios, rock features, electronic pergolas, and plumbed in fire-pits. With all the expense one
would think that these yards would be everything you’d ever want. Yet
they lacked something difficult to identify but profoundly important.
Just like a magazine these yards were great to look at but underwhelming in person. I came to realize that a great garden isn’t some12 JULY 12, 2021
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thing you just look at, but something you experience.
WE THE GARDENERS
I am writing to you from the forests behind Summerland, where
I’ve been for three and a half
weeks. This past year has been

Plants have a way
of stimulating
your senses.
incredibly difficult. I had become
constantly fatigued, sometimes
exhausted beyond the ability to

accomplish small tasks. I lost
my capacity to cope with stress,
sometimes to the point of losing my appetite. I lost hope, joy
and thankfulness for my life and
where I lived. I needed a break,
a time of rest. So I packed up
my car, drove down a back road
and found a river bend to camp
on. In the forests the old way of
life came to an abrupt stop. Eugene Peterson wrote in Jesus is
the Way, “We stop, whether by
choice or through circumstance,
so that we can be alert and attentive and receptive to what God
is doing in and for us, in and for
others, on the way. We wait for
our souls to catch up with our
bodies” (97). This is the journey
I am on. I am writing to you, the
reader, reminding you that you
have the choice to stop or pause
for a moment. I am writing to
you, the gardener, as the garden
you tend may become a place for

The garden is a picture of a forest. It is full of life. A garden becomes a home for birds, insects,
bats and other animals on top of
the layers of trees, shrubs, vines,
grasses and flowers. This layering becomes a natural enclosure,
like a forest, creating a visual and
auditory barrier from the world
beyond it. This enclosure isn’t restrictive. It is a comfort to be surrounded by that which is created,
yet not be boxed in. You are separated from the busy life yet you
are not alienated. This area can
become a place to sit and wait in,
to be patient in, to listen in, to observe, and rest in.
It can be a difficult task
to separate your thoughts from
your world and be drawn into
contemplating the Creator and
nurturing your soul. Not all of
us can devote an open calendar
to this task like I have. Here lies
the invitation to the gardener.
This is where we arrive at the
crossroads of the experiential
garden. You see, the details of the
plants that you plant can become
a helpful tool for contemplation.
Plants have a way of stimulating
your senses through what you
see (the blossom of a disco belle
hibiscus), what you hear (wind
through a maple tree), what
you taste (the licorice-flavoured
leaves of agastache foeniculum),
or what you smell (English lavender blossoms in the evening).
Through intentionally designing
your garden, planting plants that
may be connected to a memory or
an enjoyable characteristic, this
can help you in the task of separating your thoughts from returning to your busy life. With these
details and the sense of enclo-
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CREATING YOUR GARDEN
Unlike a forest, the experiential garden doesn’t need to be
acres large, only as large as what
you’re able to tend to and plant.
Even a window box can become
the garden that someone goes
to, to stop and be still before the
Creator. All that is needed is a
humble gardener with a sense of
creativity and intentional design
planting their garden for the sake
of contemplation with experiential details. This space acts as a
wedge between the busy and difficult thoughts of life, and invites

you into stillness, while you stop
and find rest.
I invite you to create with intention this place of peace, this
experiential garden. Don’t worry
whether it is a forest glade or a
planter box on your deck. I challenge you to then stop, observing
the details and the life in this place
of peace, considering the Creator.
Sip your tea, find rest and discover
the blessing of imperfectly trying
a new practice.
Tanner Johnson
Tanner is an average guy
who loves Jesus. He has a
strong interest in plants
and gardens and has a
diploma in Youth Work.
He grew up on the sandy
beaches of the South
Okanagan, B.C., where he
is today.

Tanner Johnson.

sure, your garden can become the
area where you intentionally stop
from being busy and nurture the
precious gift of your soul through
considering God. Then you may
endure life with greater joy, resilience, thanksgiving and rest.

An ornamental garden in Linden Gardens in Kaledon, B.C.

ROSES OVER THE WALL
Katie Munnik |

katiemunnik@yahoo.ca

Katie is an Ottawa writer living in Cardiff with her spouse and three growing
children. You can also find Katie on twitter @messy_table.

THIS IS A GOOD MONTH FOR ROSES in my neighbourhood. On our
walks, we seem to be continually surprised by the masses of heavy
velvet heads framing doorways and gateways, and the lush greenery reaching high against brick walls. The breeze shifts and the fragrance reaches us, sweet, almost nostalgic but fresh and alive, too,
and the buzz of bees is thick in the air. I don’t know if the roses are
better this year, or if it only feels that way, but everywhere we look,

Love keeps blooming beyond
all our efforts.
they bloom delightfully.
Even our own small potted rose, which sits beside the kitchen
door, surprises us, lifting its apricot petals into the sunlight. I’d love
to plant a real rambling rose that would tower properly, but this
small one grows in a pot because we live in a rented house and when
we move, we want it to move with us.
And the real beauties grow next door.
Stella’s roses would win prizes. Fat, pink blossoms like cotton
candy, like bubble gum – that pink, that joyful. There are three, four,
five heads clustered together on each stem, and more buds on the
way, a great parade of rosy gorgeousness, and each bloom ruffled
and perfect.
I wish she was here to see them this year.
EXTRAVAGANT LOVE
Stella died last summer after living in the house for over 70 years.
When we moved in, Stella had recently lost her husband and was
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Roses from our neighbour Stella's garden are in full bloom now, even without her to
tend them this year.

trying to get used to living alone, but she said she wasn’t lonely, just
learning new patterns. She was always ready to chat over the garden
wall, asking me about my children and telling me about her garden.
One of her daughters had designed the garden with a circular brick
patio and lush beds filled with abundant flowers to make the small
space feel expansive and full. She said it was a good place to remember all the blessings God was giving her, and I loved how she used
the present tense in that deep affirmation.
Her grown children visited regularly to help with things around the
house and prune and weed in the garden. My children knocked on her
door to bring over baking or ask for her help with school history projects. Stella saved them clippings from her newspaper that would in-

terest them and gave them Christmas and birthday presents. Last
spring, when her health began to
deteriorate and health care workers came to check on her daily,
she wrote a letter to our youngest,
explaining to him what was happening to her and how she was
being looked after, so that in the
midst of school closures and all
the worries of the COVID lockdown, he wouldn’t be confused
or worried about her. She was
kind to us in so many ways – another blessing God was giving –
and that’s what her garden still is.
Despite being untended for
much of a year, her roses are
extravagant.
Which is only fitting because
love continues. Love matters.
Our nurturing, our responsiveness, our unseen tending
matters. Like prodigal roses in
an empty garden, love keeps
blooming beyond all our efforts. How and why is part of
the divine mystery, I am sure,
but even when I don’t fully
understand, I know love continues. The world can feel too
full of fear and grief, but still
love grows, attending, expanding, putting down deep roots in
our lives and in our neighbours’
lives, too, so that what we love
can blossom into beauty and
continue after we have gone.
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Gift Planning
. . . simplified
GUARANTEED LIFETIME INCOME AND GREAT GIFTS TO YOUR CHARITIES
Link Charity has issued $7 million in new Charitable Gift Annuity agreements in the last 22
months. With a dramatic drop in interest rates recently, these life income guaranteed rates
are looking better than ever! Link Charity is now the leading issuer of the Charitable Gift
Annuity in Canada.
HERE ARE SOME SAMPLE RATES OF CHARITABLE GIFT ANNUITIES
Based on a single life $100,000.00 and payable quarterly. Smaller agreements in the
$20,000.00 range are available also, but Canada Revenue Agency builds in some extra expense and requires Link Charity to reduce the payment a little.
EXACT RATES JUNE 22 -JULY 1 IN THE CHART
Joint Life agreements would pay less but would pay as long as either of the two people are living.
You can estimate a payment rate if your age is between the samples listed. An accurate quotation is available for you, confidentially, and without obligation. Call Harry Houtman today!
MALE

FEMALE

Donor Age 87

8.87%

8.66%

Donor Age 82

7.67%

7.40%

Donor Age 78

6.93%

6.65%

Donor Age 72

5.81%

5.37%

Age means a birthday anytime during
the calendar year for that age.
Some or all the income would be
completely tax free.

VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE WWW.LINKCHARITY.CA
OR CALL 1-800-387-8146 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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SOUTHERN CATHEDRAL
Tim Reed

stained glass hangs in leafy curtains
green, green, green
between brown columns
sawblade cicadas
sing sacred choruses
a dog-bark pulpiteer
musters staccato sermons
the blood of Christ
colors the clay crimson
we walk on the covenant
the holy water has been
strewn in the air
to breathe is to be baptized
creation cries out praise
and a breeze hovers overhead
bestowing tongues of fire

“Almost Home” by Susan Wellington, oil painting.

TIM REED
Tim Reed of Vancouver, Washington, has an anthology of poems called My
Window Faces South and shares poetic musings at slowlybutslowly.blogspot.com.
He enjoys spending time with his wife, listening to jazz music, cooking, drinking
black coffee, playing disc golf and learning new things of all kinds.

HOPING FOR RENEWAL
Sara Pot |

thepotfamily@gmail.com

The Pot family story includes daughters Rachel and Janneke
who are severely disabled but radiate joy and grace.

THE IDEA OF SUMMER BRINGS TO MIND POPSICLES, sprinklers, bare
feet in the sand and camping in a tent. Yet those images belong to
my own childhood. Summer holds a different flavour now as a mom.
Specific to the needs of Rachel and Janneke, it means more time at
home and less respite.
This summer does hold possibility for limited travel for at least
three in our family, and lots of time outside in the backyard for all of
our family. The garden I crowed about last year has returned, in spite
of me. It has been awesome to see all kinds of green plants greet me
with, “Yep, we’re not weeds!” each week.
COVID-WEARY
I suspect we all wonder how COVID-19 will influence these next
few months. In our family, we are in the process of becoming fully
vaccinated. Our hope is that there will be some more familiarity
with school in September, and while we wait in expectation, we
will spend as much time outdoors and find ways to rejuvenate our
COVID-weary minds.
Part of that rejuvenation for me includes books and podcasts. Looking
for some ideas? Here are a few I’m finishing or have recently appreciated:
SUGGESTED READING
Tish Warren’s Prayer in the Night: When words fail and hope falters, fall back on planned prayers. I have found this book to provide such comfort when I feel as though I am stumbling in the
darkness of my doubts.
Kendra Hedaji’s The Lazy Genius: It’s a book that includes 13
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guidelines for strategizing your
day-to-day. It isn’t specifically
for parents who are caregivers
of their children and youth with
disabilities. But there are parts of
her system that fit with my chaos.
So, I’m hooked.
A Mind Spread Out On The
Ground by Haudenosaunee
writer Alicia Elliott: I have so
much to learn about our country’s complicated history (and
our present day), the land and
its people.
Children’s books – and ones
that include characters with disabilities: At our house, repeatedly read favourites include Out
of my Mind by Sharon Draper
and Wonder by R.J. Palacio. If
you liked Wonder, try the companion book (also by Palacio)
called White Bird: A Wonder
Story. Here’s a list of a few favourites for small children: My
Name is Blessing by E. Walters;
I Talk Like a River by J. Scott &
S. Smith; Hello Goodbye Dog by
M. Gianferrari; and God’s Very
Good Idea by T. Newbell. Truthfully, reading children’s books is
recommended for all ages.
SUGGESTED LISTENING
Kate Bowler’s podcast Every-

thing Happens: She has great
conversations with a variety of
guests, including the beloved disability theologian John Swinton.
He was a guest for her July 1,
2019 episode entitled “The Speed
of Love.”
The podcast The Bible for
Normal People: It may have
you sometimes nodding in
agreement and other times raising your eyebrows, but I recommend Episode 165 “Disability Theology is for Everyone”
when the hosts interview Stephanie Tait.
THE STORY CONTINUES
I recently had a chance to listen
to Canadian author Sarah Bessey
speak with the Anglican Diocese of
St. Catharines. She referenced the
story of the friends on the road to
Emmaus found in Luke 24, and she
highlighted the words at the beginning of verse 21, “We had hoped.”
Those words have been the
theme of the past 17 months for
so many of us. The friends on
the road to Emmaus needed The
Storyteller to come and open their
eyes. There is healing and restored
hope with storytelling, and our
Creator’s story continues to be
told and revealed still today.
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ON BECOMING AN OLDER DAD
Lloyd Rang | lloyd@lloydrang.com
Lloyd works in communications and is a member of Rehoboth
CRC in Bowmanville, Ont.

AS I PUSHED THE STROLLER down
the path, I met a couple coming towards me.
“Oh, what a beautiful baby
girl,” said the woman. “You must
be so proud of your. . .” and she
froze, mid-sentence, looking at
my white hair.
“Daughter,” I said.
“Daughter,” she replied, relieved.
“You have a lovely daughter.”
There will be more conversations like this in the future.
Oh well.
There are things you expect to
happen at certain times in your
life. You expect to graduate from
college or university in your twenties. To get married in your late
20s or early 30s. To have children
soon afterwards.
I did all that. I had my son when
I was a little older – at 36 – but
more or less at the expected time.
What I didn’t expect – because
who could? – was becoming a dad
again at 52.

It wasn’t a decision my wife and
I made lightly. We knew that children of older dads have a higher
risk for certain genetic conditions.
We knew I was going to be old –
really old – when our baby became
an adult. And we knew that my
friends would crack jokes.
But we also knew that we love
each other very much. We knew
we’d be supportive and caring
parents together. And that being
born into two cultures (I’m Dutch,
my wife is Tamil) would give our
child a unique perspective. And
we knew that my son would be an
awesome older brother.

– though we only make up about
1 percent of all new dads globally.
I learned that becoming a dad later in life also leads to longer life for
both the dad and the child. Turns out
that being able to father children at a
later age shows good health overall,
which can be passed on to babies.
I also did some calling around.
When baby was on the way, I
reached out through Facebook
to one of my former colleagues
who had a daughter in his 50s. He
wrote: “What fun! Take advantage
of the fact that you get to grow up

STATS & STORIES
As did some research, I realized
it wasn’t just Biblical figures or
Hollywood celebrities like George
Clooney who had children at an
older age. Around the world, the
average age of new dads has been
rising since 1972. And the number
of dads over 50 is climbing as well

still paying off student loans, too.
Being a new dad at 52, though,
was totally different. I was calm.
Peaceful. When the nurse put my
daughter in my arms, I felt like an
athlete who has just stepped back
onto the soccer field after a long
time away. Maybe I was a bit creakier, and heavier, but the fundamentals of the game were still there. I
felt I could see things I didn’t see
when I was younger. I felt like I
would anticipate more, and scurry
less. I actually felt . . . wiser.
Our daughter – when she arrived
after a C-section – was named Anika Kamala Rang. Anika is a girl’s
name in both of our cultures. Anika
means grace in Dutch and graceful
in Sanskrit. Kamala is for my wife’s
family name, Kamalavasan, and
honours her dad. We’re using both
pronunciations of her name – Dutch
and Tamil – interchangeably.
I know she’ll probably have to
explain to friends that I’m not her
grandpa. I know we didn’t choose
the easiest path. But I know, looking into my daughter’s smiling
face, that it was the right path.
Maybe not on my time, but certainly in God’s good time.
And that’s the most important thing.

all over again. Everything is exciting. You really get to live in a
wonderland.” My old boss told me
that men who had children later in
life said they felt younger and more
focused. My cousin’s advice was
more practical: “take good care of
your knees,” he said.
GOD’S GOOD TIME
I remembered that being a new dad
at 36 wasn’t easy. I was stressed
and anxious. My father died the
night my son was born. I had started a new job around that time. I felt
as though I didn’t know the first
thing about parenting. And I was

Lloyd and his daughter Anika.

Emily Wierenga | Guest Columnist
Emily is the author of six books and founder of the non-profit The Lulu
Tree (thelulutree.com). She lives in Alberta with her wood-chopping, salsamaking husband and their three beautiful children.

WE’RE CROUCHED IN the dark,
gently bending over the antique
incubator. I hear a faint chirping,
and my husband lifts the metal
lid. There’s a bowl of water inside
to keep the eggs soft, and the air
smells like warm, wet grass. Inside, a newly hatched chick bravely stands, singing his baby victory
songs. And from the dark insides
of the surrounding eggs, a quiet
choir – the other chicks singing
in response to this brave soldier,
even as their beaks begin to peck
away at their shells.
His songs are calling them out
of the darkness, into the light.
They’ve been awakened.
It’s been 21 days of incubation,
17 days of my husband faithfully
16 JULY 12, 2021
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rotating the fertilized eggs. This
moving of the eggs, three times a
day, ensures the chicks inside don’t
die. And when we candle them,
gently, to look for signs of life, we
gasp over glimpses of veins, wings,
beaks before carefully placing them
back inside the heated bed.
GATHERED IN
We know that trying to intervene
and help the chicks out of their
shells would cripple or even kill
them – their pecking, and chirping, and finally breaking out on
their own is a necessary battle for
their full development and health.
And even as we place the newly hatched layers in their bed of
sawdust, I recall the Word the
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Spirit spoke to me last spring
when COVID came, and life and
the world seemed to stop. The
Spirit whispered, “Incubation.”
As piano lessons and schools
and church buildings were shutting
down, as people rushed to purchase toilet paper and guns, as fear
led to conspiracy, led to confusion,
God told me he was incubating his
people. He was fulfilling the cry of
his son in Luke 13:34.
“Jerusalem, Jerusalem, you
who kill the prophets and stone
those sent to you, how often I
have longed to gather your children together, as a hen gathers
her chicks under her wings, and
you were not willing.”
EX NIHILO
And even as the days turn into
weeks, God keeps faithfully tending his brood, turning the eggs,
three times a day, making sure
they don’t die, peering inside their

Alida Gagne.

IN WHICH GOD INCUBATES THE
CHURCH THROUGH A PANDEMIC

Baby chicks.

hearts for signs of life, delighting
over the glimpses he sees – until the day comes to leave them
alone. For they will have to respond to his faithful preparation
and break free themselves.
And meanwhile, as Zephaniah
3:17 tells us, even as we feel so
desperately alone, God sings. He
sings to his people, to us – and
he waits; and from deep within

the saddest and hardest places, the
greatest longings, the deepest fears,
a song emerges in response. His
people, stirring – new life, formed
somehow out of the seemingly impossible. Where once all we could
see were eggs as smooth and unmoving as a stone before a tomb,
chicks form to then turn into chickens, who will themselves produce
eggs. From the dark brooding over
the waters, from seemingly nothing, comes life, which begets life.
Church, can you hear your Father singing?
COVID was the incubator.
It may have felt like a lifeless
tomb, but the Lord used it to
form new hearts within us – for
it was only when we were forced
into the stillness, the darkness,
that we got quiet enough to need
him, and finally, to hear him.
And now – even as we shatter
the shell, breaking free into new
life, let’s sing to those around
us – through our prayers and encouraging words, giving them
the strength to emerge into the
light, victorious.
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APRICOT SUMMER
Roland De Vries |

rdevries@pcmtl.ca

Roland teaches at The Presbyterian College, Montreal. He likes
to explore culture and play with words.

WORDS ARE MORE THAN THEIR DEFINITIONS and letters. They
are not limited to their pixelated representations on a screen.
Words overflow, pouring and flowing in all directions according to the gravitational pull of history and of our experiences.
Apricot, a word for summer 2021.
This May I planted two apricot trees purchased from a local
pépinière – more with a view to their Spring blossoms than any
fruit they might bear. When the trees were delivered to our home,
though, they were mature enough that they already bore a few
hard, green apricots. I visit the trees every few days, soaking the
soil and worrying over that handful of apricots. I wonder if they
will ripen into the rich orange/yellow/rose colour evoked by the
name, though I confess I am not entirely confident. I half expect
to find green-yellow fruit lying beneath the trees any day now.
A WELL-TRAVELLED FRUIT
In a sidewalk conversation with a neighbour, Elaine speaks of the
lush and flavourful apricots picked fresh in her native Hungary.
She says “ā-pricots”, I say “aa-pricots.” She tends her ordered and
haphazard flower gardens with care, concerned more for blossoms
than for fruits and vegetables. Nevertheless, a wayward and insolent plum tree has rooted itself in Elaine’s front garden, almost daring her to uproot it. Yet her own Jewish tradition (owing in part
to such texts as Deut. 20-19-20) resists the cutting down of any
fruit tree. So Elaine watches her plum tree and I watch my apricots.
In the story of the apricot, Hungary is one of many waystations on
its migration from China and Central Asia, where it was first cultivated in 2000 BCE, to the rest of the world. As Joel Denker points
out (The Carrot Purple and Other Curious Stories of the Food We
Eat), from Central Asia the apricot journeyed to become zarda-

Roland's daughter and their new, apricot-coloured puppy.

loo (yellow plum, Persian), praecocum (precocious one, Latin), albarqouq (apricot, Arabic), and Prunus armeniaca (its botanical
name). Today apricots are grown and picked also in the Okanagan
Valley and on the Niagara Peninsula – and, we hope, in Montreal.
THE COLOUR OF A PUPPY
For most of us the apricot is a fruit to be eaten in one of its many
forms or transformations: as a yellow-orange globe plucked
from a tree – biting through its soft flesh to its hard, brown stone.
Or it is a jam spread on baguette, an ingredient in the stuffing
of a pork roast, or combined with white chocolate in a cheesecake. Precocious perhaps, but culinarily prolific for certain!

SQUIRREL ETHICS
Kathy Vandergrift |

kathyvandergrift@rogers.com

Unsplash.

Kathy, a public policy analyst, brings experience in government, social
justice work and a Master’s Degree in Public Ethics to her reflections.
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ON TUESDAY I GAVE my last
kale seedlings to a Chinese
neighbor who is learning to
like this Dutch staple. My
plants were doing well and I
had enough to share some produce in the fall. On Wednesday
morning several kale plants in
my garden were chewed off at
the stem and lying limp on the
ground. Gardening grief – and a
moment for reflection.
I am trying to practice a less
human-centric approach to care
for creation. Pollinator plants, no
pesticides, bio-diversity, treating
soil as a living organism: I get all
that. Co-existence with squirrels is
where I meet my garden Waterloo.
Pepper, moth balls and decoys have

proven to be only temporary diversions. I have stopped growing some
plants they destroy – but kale?
How to live well with squirrels
raises ethical questions – and interesting mealtime conversations.
A grandson chided me: “Squirrels
need to eat too.” Yes, but not biting off a dozen kale plants to get
one juicy bite from each stem and
leaving the rest to wither. If they
took one tomato and ate it all,
that would be fine. But they take
one bite out of each tomato and
make the rest unusable – that is
not justified by hunger. Squirrels
love my backyard because I don’t
have dogs or cats that pester them.
Don’t they need to show some respect as well?

BOUNDARIES BREACHED
Another grandson suggested I put
out something the squirrels would
like better than kale – maybe
strawberries would do. Could he
be projecting his own preferences on the squirrels? He obviously
understands bait and switch ethics. Explaining why that was not
a solution for grandma involved
as many logical leaps as teaching
a university ethics class.
And then there are the endless
attempts to find a bird feeder that
the squirrels can’t breach. Chewing through my window screen
to reach the cinnamon toast left
on a kitchen counter definitely
violated appropriate boundaries.
Squirrels and I have trouble with
the notion of right relationships
with nature.
Modern writers on the benefits of thinking about the close
links between humans and animals have helped me correct the
man over nature teaching in my

But the designation “apricot”
is not only to fruit, but also to
a colour, and as such “apricot’”
holds its own fruity, prunus identity at a distance. For my family,
this has become particularly important since our new pandemic
puppy, a Labradoodle, has the
following formal designation:
Markings: apricot. Her mature
coat hasn’t come in yet but Juneau’s hair is blond/beige, something approaching the yellowish-orangish colour of apricot.
The colour apricot is hard to pin
down. We may know an apricot
when we see one, but the colour of apricot carries a degree
of ambiguity. It’s a colour, but
what colour is it? Well, I can
say that it is the colour of the
puppy we are learning to love.
As a kid, I confess that I didn’t
like apricots, either their texture
or their taste. And while my journey certainly hasn’t been as long
or far as the one from ancient,
Central Asia, I’ve come to like
both apricots and “apricot.” The
word evokes memories, emotions, tastes, a sense of possibilities and an unfolding story. As
with everything in God’s creation, it is not one definable thing.
“Apricot,” rather, is always more
than we could imagine, which is
part of its beauty.

Christian schooling. Growing
sophistication in the field of animal rights is shifting my thinking about when, why and how
animals should be treated more
like humans. A thinner line between humans and animals may
be closer to the Biblical concept
of shalom living than the typical Reformed notions of stewardship that embed hierarchical
relationships and enable a lot
of abuse of power. Even when
I disagree with some of the basic principles in current thinking
about the relationships between
humans, animals and plants,
they correct learned distortions
about the meaning of care for
creation.
I can find a resurrection joy in
the rescue of dying plants instead
of discarding them. But making
bandages and splints to save a
wounded kale plant elicited a
“that’s too far, Grandma” reaction. Lesson learned!
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Derek is a professor at Calvin University and “fills up” at
Shawnee Park CRC.

PEOPLE APPRECIATE CONTRIBUTIONS by Reformed thinkers on issues in contemporary culture, including technology. However, at a
recent talk, I also heard a critique: the church does not figure very
prominently in many of these Reformed writings. Digital technology
is fraught with ethical, social and privacy issues, but what is the role
of the church in navigating new challenges like these?
The church is called to offer a prophetic voice in our contemporary
setting, and technology is perhaps one of the most significant forces
shaping our world. But how should the church address complex issues
like net neutrality, privacy and personal information, and artificial intelligence? Should the church publish position papers on technology
policy? Should the church lobby government to establish certain technology regulations? If so, what policies should the church promote?
MINISTRIES AND MEDIUM
To begin, it is helpful to distinguish between the church as institution and
the church as organism. As suggested by Abraham Kuyper, the church as
institution has its own proper sphere of influence, just as governments,
schools, businesses and families do. The sphere of the church deals with
matters of faith such as the preaching of the Gospel, congregational worship, serving the poor, pastoral care and administering the sacraments. The
institutional church is not equipped and does not have the expertise to address many complex issues like technology policy. To be sure, the church
is responsible for determining how it ought to use technology wisely in its
ministries and discern how the technological medium shapes its message.

LIGHTS AND ELECTRIC CARS
Rudy Eikelboom | reikelboom@wlu.ca
Rudy, who currently drives a diesel car, is a pastoral elder at Waterloo
Christian Reformed Church and a psychology professor at Wilfrid
Laurier University.

TECHNOLOGY IS ALL around us, and
always changing. Take the lights in
my house, for example. We no longer have incandescent light bulbs (the
old 60- & 100-watt lights), but we
still have a few halogen pot lights.
In other light sockets we have those
twisty fluorescent bulbs. But in
most fixtures, we have the newer
light-emitting diodes (LEDs). These
LEDs are more efficient and longer lasting. Incandescent lights use
1 watt of energy to produce 10-17
lumens of light; fluorescents produce about 60 lumens and LEDs
about 200 lumens per watt.
For a while, everyone recommended replacing our incandescent
bulbs with fluorescents for the threeto sixfold increase in energy efficiency. But fluorescents are environmentally tricky to dispose of since
they contain toxic mercury. When
LEDs became cheaper, everyone
started replacing their lights with
this new long-lasting, more efficient
light source. They are so durable
18 JULY 12, 2021
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that in our kitchen we have an LED
light that is a single fixture; the light
source lasts as long as the rest of the
unit. So the intermediate solution
of fluorescents is being replaced by
the LEDs.
THE FLUORESCENT BULBS
OF TRANSPORTATION?

Currently, there is a push for us to
move from gas and diesel to electric
cars. For environmental reasons,
electric cars seem better. We are all
aware of the harm the carbon dioxide produced by gas-burning engines causes to our climate, so using
electric vehicles might be more environmentally friendly. Depending
on how the electricity is made, this
can result in a significant environmental benefit.
Yet electric cars come with some
problems. First, charging the batteries takes considerably longer than
filling a gas tank. Not a problem
if you’re recharging overnight at
home, but what if you park on the
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Furthermore, the church should not
shy away from speaking boldly on
matters that are directly addressed
by Scripture – matters such as truth,
justice, morality and the call to love
our neighbour. For example, when
technology is used to promote lies,
bullying or for immoral purposes
like pornography, the church should
speak boldly and clearly on such
matters. However, issues like net
neutrality, copyright law, software
engineering standards, and machine
learning are complex areas for
which the church as an institution
has little expertise.
SPIRITUALLY EQUIPPED
In contrast, the church as organism differs from the church as institution; it represents the body of
believers, the people of God who
are called into all areas of life.
The church as organism refers to
the individual believers who are
called as agents of reconciliation
and who are equipped and trained
to serve in various cultural arenas.
Each Christian needs to apply his
or her beliefs and values in the area
of their callings, whether farming,
politics, carpentry or technology.

road? Or think of arriving at a busy
service center on a major highway
and needing a recharge. The best
batteries right now are lithium-ion
based and give cars a range of
about 600 kilometers per charge
when new. Range depends on many
factors; for example, batteries are
less efficient in cold temperatures.
Faster charging stations may help
address this problem, but currently,
rapid charging reduces battery life.
Second, when we consider
switching to electric cars, the total
production-to-grave costs need to
be considered, not just the driving cost per kilometer. Recycling
electric lithium-ion batteries is
particularly difficult. These batteries are complex and not well designed to be recycled. They contain many toxic materials and can
be dangerous to take apart. This
makes battery-based electric cars
less appealing when we are trying
to protect the environment.
Over time, some of these issues
may be solved as the technology matures and stabilizes, or in the face of
increasing government regulations.
THE LED OF TRANSPORTATION?
The other technology being explored as an alternative to gas is

Thankfully, individual Christians
do not need to do that alone. Christian universities serve the church
as a source of expert Christian
thought in different cultural arenas.
They also help to equip and train
students to serve in many areas,
including the culturally significant
area of technology in disciplines
like computer science and engineering. There are also other Christian organizations, like the Citizens for Public Justice (CPJ), the
Christian Farmer’s Federation of
Ontario (CFFO), and the Canadian
Scientific and Christian Affiliation
(CSCA) that have been established
to help Christians engage faithfully
in various cultural areas.
Reformed theologian Klaas
Schilder called the institutional
church het tankstation – the fueling station where you load up for
the work in the coming week. The
church as organism needs to be
spiritually equipped through regular
church attendance with the preaching of the word and sacraments,
without which our faith runs dry. In
this regard, the institutional church
is crucial and central as it equips
believers to roll up their sleeves and

apply Christian principles in the areas of culture where they are called
to serve, including technology.
To be sure, the church does have
something unique to offer – something that technology, despite its

impressive advancements, cannot
provide – namely, the gospel of Jesus Christ. And the church as institution as well as organism is called
to share that gospel amid the perplexing challenges that often come
amid technological change.

hydrogen fuel cells. Still in the development stage, it could be a gamechanger if it becomes cost-effective. In a fuel cell, hydrogen and oxygen
from the air combine to produce electricity, with heat and water as the
waste by-products. Depending on how the hydrogen is generated, this is a
very clean technology. And recharging is easy; hydrogen can be pumped
into a tank at a rate similar to gas.
Currently, like initially with LED bulbs, fuel-cell-based transportation is
in its infancy and expensive. It’s too costly for cars (even if hydrogen availability was not a problem). Manufacturers are exploring the technology and
engineers are working on reducing the cost of fuel cells. But this technology
may already be coming into its own, particularly in long-use larger vehicles.
Some cities in Canada are looking at using fuel cells for city buses.
In 10 years, these two technologies may look very different. As
Christians, we are stewards of this world, and we must be committed
to protecting it. We look to this technology with the hope that we can
move from environmentally costly gas cars to something that will better reflect our Christian values.

Cagle.
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REASSESSING OUR HEROES
David T. Koyzis |

dtkoyzis@gmail.com

David’s book, Political Visions and Illusions (2019) has just come
out in a second Brazilian edition and will soon be published in
Spanish as well.

WHAT DO WE DO with our heroes
from the past when we discover
their flaws? What shall we do with
the monuments to their achievements when the latter seem overshadowed by their errors?
Like so many Canadians, I was
horrified to learn of the discovery
of 215 unmarked graves of aboriginal children on the premises of a
residential school in Kamloops,
B.C. Soon after this grisly discovery, students at Ryerson University in Toronto upended a statue of
Egerton Ryerson, a 19th-century
Methodist leader who contributed
to the formation of common public schools in Upper Canada and
of “Indian” residential schools. As
I write, Hamiltonians are debating
the removal of statues of Queen
Victoria and Sir John A. Macdonald in Gore Park downtown,
because of the role they played in
setting federal policy towards aboriginal Canadians.
What then do we do with our all

too fallible heroes from the past?
We cannot pretend that Macdonald was not our first prime minister and that he did not do much
to create the country we love and
to which we are loyal. In this respect, Macdonald is no different
from other respected figures from
the past who have shaped the
world we live in.
For the most part, I am not a big
fan of statues. A small midwestern undergraduate university has
erected statues of Abraham Lincoln, Frederick Douglass, Ronald
Reagan, Winston Churchill and
Margaret Thatcher on its campus.
The overall effect is somewhat
like a visit to Madame Tussaud’s.
I prefer to walk around a campus
or park without feeling as though
someone is looking over my shoulders through piercing bronze eyes.
Perhaps my iconoclastic Reformed
upbringing has played a role here,
although one might still admire the
Reformation Wall in Geneva, with

GOD’S PLAN FOR YOUR LIFE
Bob Bruinsma |

bruinsmabob@gmail.com

Bob regularly tells the children’s story for his church’s Sunday morning services. This column is an adaptation of one such story.

WHEN I WAS TEACHING AT The King’s University, part of my job was
advising students about the courses they needed to take to achieve a
certain degree. Sometimes a student would tell me they were having
a difficult time deciding just what their major area of study should be.
“Dr. Bruinsma, I’m thinking of studying to become a biologist,” a student once asked, “but what if God wants me to be a plumber? Then I’ll
be wasting valuable years of my life studying the wrong subject. How
can I be sure what God’s plan for my life is?” It can be difficult to know
or to decide for just what job or occupation we should prepare ourselves.
Many of Jesus’ disciples started out their lives as fishermen. Every
day they went out in their little boats and cast their nets into the water
of the Sea of Galilee hoping to catch enough fish to feed their families and to have enough left over to sell for cash to buy other things
they needed to live. When they weren’t out fishing, they were often on
shore fixing their nets that were torn or simply worn out. Fishermen
were not thought of as very important people. If someone who didn’t
know them would have asked, “What do you do for a living?” they
probably would have answered, “Oh, nothing special, I’m just an ordinary fisherman.”
FOLLOWING & FISHING
But then one day Jesus, (who was among other things a carpenter), came
@ChrCourier
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its sculpted portrayals of Calvin,
Farel, Beza and Knox.
Nevertheless, if statues are to
come down – if we decide an
historical figure’s legacy is too
tainted for his effigy to remain in
place – it is best to strike a committee (my Reformed upbringing
again!) to probe the issue more
deeply and to make the appropriate recommendations. There
is nothing to be said for a mob
taking matters into its own hands.
EXPANDING LEGACY
Yet I remain uneasy about subject-

by and called out to a fisherman
named Peter, “Hey, Peter, come
and follow me.” And Peter jumped
out of his boat and followed Jesus.
A little further on, Jesus saw another couple of fishermen, James and
John, fixing their nets and asked
them to follow him too. Jesus called
nine other men to follow him, and
they became his disciples, which
means followers. For more than
three years these disciples learned
who Jesus really was, and later they
became missionaries who told others about Jesus. But, sometimes, we
read in the Bible, Peter, James and
John went back to fishing because
that was still their job.
I don’t think that Jesus cares
all that much about what job or
career you have. But he does
have a plan for your life, whether as a child or as an adult. His
plan is for you to be a disciple
– a follower of his. As a Jesus
follower you will be a person
who does whatever job you
have with joy and care as if you
were doing it specially for the
Lord – whether that’s being a

ing our forebears to the moral sensibilities of the current generation.
Some people have now decided
that Abraham Kuyper was a racist.
A google search reveals a statue of
the great statesman and polymath
in his hometown of Maasluis and
his bust at the Free University in
Amsterdam. Yet even if Kuyper
was typical for his time in failing
to affirm racial equality, his quirky
notion that “the commingling of
blood” is “the physical basis of
all higher human development”
would scarcely put him in league
with one-time segregationists in

Mississippi and Alabama.
Yes, some of Kuyper’s statements
make us cringe when we read them.
By today’s standards he is not politically correct. Yet Kuyper’s achievements were enormous, and he left
a legacy that has expanded beyond
his homeland into North America,
Korea, Brazil and elsewhere. His
comprehensive vision for the lordship of Jesus Christ over all of life
has inspired many, including yours
truly. I have found his work fruitful
for my own work in unmasking the
ideologies of our day and in charting
a way forward in politics and society. Without Kuyper it is difficult to
imagine the network of Reformed
Christian universities across North
America and other countries. The
adjective “Kuyperian” has come
to designate Christians who are not
content to attend church on Sunday
while leaving the rest of the week to
the spirits of the age.
Most important of all, Kuyper
provided powerful tools by which
we might critique Kuyper himself. And, if so, we might be able
to apply them elsewhere, even to
the Macdonalds and Ryersons of
Canada’s past, while continuing
to respect their positive contributions to this country.

Jesus's disciples kept fishing, even as they followed him.

heart surgeon or a car mechanic, a garbage collector or an astronaut, a fisher person or a gardener. God’s plan for each of us
is that we grow up to be honest
and kind to everyone we meet,

to be good fathers or mothers if
we have children, to take care
of the earth, and to be thankful servants in God’s great big,
wide world. That’s God’s plan
for your life and for my life.
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DRAB BEAUTY

table garden; I get free fertilizer as
well as pest control.

Curt Gesch | cgesch63@gmail.com

HUNTING FROM ON HIGH
This year the male bluebird from the garden pair started out well but
has now disappeared. An predator may have killed him. Mrs. Blue-

LECTIO DIVINA
Tom Wolthuis |

tomwolthuis@gmail.com

Tom is a minister in the Christian Reformed Church and the Director of
Geneva Campus Ministry at the University of Iowa.

THE ELDER GOOGLED IT, thought
it sounded like a new age mystical
practice and suggested I not choose
the topic of lectio divina for their
adult education. That response
was reason enough, so I introduced them to this way of reading
Scripture, which the church has
practiced for 1500 years with the
encouragement of monks, teachers,
Reformers (John Calvin), preachers
(Puritan Richard Baxter), pastors
(Eugene Peterson’s Eat This Book)
and popes. As Pope John Paul II
said, “It is especially necessary that
listening to the word of God should
become a life-giving encounter, in
the ancient and ever valid tradition
of lectio divina, which draws from
the biblical text the living Word
which questions, directs and shapes
our lives.”
I have often been told to read
Scripture in my devotions but seldom shown how. I learned reading
in the modern historical, grammatical, literary, theological way.
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I have taught students how to read
Scripture academically. All good,
but lectio divina opens up Scripture
to life in another way.
THE PROCESS
Lectio divina is simple: silence,
reading, meditating, praying, contemplating and living. It needs to
be practiced and experienced.
Silence prepares us to encounter God through his Word. Silence
helps us slow down enough to
listen, to disconnect and to reconnect enough to focus. We are surrounded by ambient noise. When
we quiet the external noise, the internal noise gets louder. Our minds
race and wander. In silence we can
feel our body breathing and tensing. Silent time helps us relax and
let go.
Read. You are probably reading
this in the modern way, in your
mind, silently. Lectio reading is
with your body, out loud. Try it. It
is different. Reading out loud en-
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Female (left) and male bluebirds usually feed their young together.

bird successfully hatched out the eggs and now I often sit on a lawn
chair watching her feed her young. Although bluebirds will hover
and swoop down for food, mostly they hunt from a perch. Mrs. hunts
from the fence around the garden and pastures, from the top of the
shed, from a spade handle. I know that they also eat grasshoppers in
late summer. Once, long ago, our children and I were on the roof of
the house (why? I can’t remember) and we found a jackpot of chitin:
grasshopper legs and carapaces where the bluebirds and young had
been running their own abattoir.
Just the other day I was telling my young friend, Mac, about how bluebirds hunt from a perch and fly down to the ground. Mrs. Bluebird was
sitting on a garden feature as we were talking. Just then she flew down
and captured something to eat almost from our feet. After measuring, I
used the Pythagorean theorem to determine that she had seen the insect –
invisible to the two of us – from about 18 metres away. Right now, Mrs.
Bluebird is feeding her young every two-five minutes. After feeding, she
pops out of the box with a fecal sack in her beak and drops it in the vegegages our bodies and minds. We
breathe, use our vocal cords, stimulate our ears. We focus on every
word. We pause. We pace. Punctuation makes sense. We engage with
the text more. We pay attention to
different characters, dialogue and
narration, verbs, nouns, adverbs
and adjectives.
Many suggest reading the text
out loud three or four times or reading it in different translations. Read
enough text to have a context, a
unit, but not too much text to feel
overwhelmed. This will vary with
genre, but I suggest around ten
verses. Some say just a couple.
Meditate. This word causes
some people problems, though it’s
not Eastern meditation that seeks
to empty oneself and overcome
our rational binaries. This is meditation to connect with the text and
Word of God. “Meditation discerns
the connections and listens for the
harmonies that come together in Jesus” (Eat This Book, 102).
Meditation is of the head and
heart. Some will ignore the head
questions, but we need to seek to
understand the text. Ask the basic
questions: what? (content), when?
(historical), where? (geographical),
who? (characters), how? (literary),

why? (meaning, theology). You
may not have time for all these,
but let them come to mind or write
them down. Then ponder with your
heart. What caught your attention?
Why? How is this connecting with
your life and world? Ponder. Mull.

and your life together again. “Contemplatio . . . is not something we
self-consciously do; it happens, it
is a gift, it is something to which
we are receptive and obedient. . . it
is “infused” (Eat This Book). God
answers prayer. What jumps out

Connect. Meditate.
Pray. Speak with God in and
through the text. Maybe this occasions a wrestling, a conflict, a challenge, a confession, a need. Pray.
Maybe the text brings comfort,
encouragement, help, hope. Praise.
Let words of the text become your
words to God or God’s words to
you. This could be out loud, too,
with mind and body.
Contemplate. Bring the text

of the text as God’s word to you
now? Maybe a single word or short
phrase sings from your mouth or
rings in your ear and heart.
Live. Act in the light of the text,
that word or phrase given. Be surprised when someone or something in your day or week reminds
you of this text. See how it guides
you. Coram Deo. Missio Dei. (Before God’s face in God’s mission).
Live Scripture.

Lightstock.

IF YOU HAVE NEVER LIVED with bluebirds, you don’t know what
you’re missing. Bluebird restoration projects – mostly involving the
creation of nesting boxes – are very popular, and for good reason.
The bluebird – eastern, western and mountain species – are the hobbits of the songbird nation. When my father “got” a pair of eastern bluebirds to nest in his Wisconsin yard, he could make a quiet whistle and
they would come to a flat shelf on which he placed mealworms for them
to eat. Living in a suburban yard, this pair would hunt from a clothesline
pole fence, finding caterpillars or other insects for their young.
Not very aggressive – nor did they like “adventures” any more than
did Bilbo Baggins. They needed protection from house sparrows which
would otherwise monopolize the nest boxes and/or kill the bluebirds.
On our own farm and “our road” we have placed 20 or 30 nest boxes which are mostly “rented” by tree swallows but which bluebirds
are also eager to use. This year we have a bluebird nest right on the
garden fence.
Especially when flying in bright sunlight, the cerulean blue male
elicits awe. The male helps in nest construction and care of the young,
bringing food to the egg-brooding female. Quite domestic. He also
helps with feeding the young.

John Franken.

Curt lives in Quick, B.C. He recommends moving a piano as a good
practice exercise for building community-reliance.

BLUE-GREY GLORY
Do I feel cheated that I don’t get
to see the glorious blues of Mr.
Bluebird in our garden? Not really, although I wish he had survived to do his part of the work.
Mrs. Bluebird is a bluish-grey –
rather dull by comparison, except
when she flies and flashes more
of blue when her wings don’t
cover the brightest feathers.
Is she beautiful? To quote
Gandalf: “All that is gold does
not glitter.”
I tried to describe my reactions
to the male and female bluebird
in a poem.
textbook blue, males
always bright
drab blue-grey female
explodes into glory
If you can, entice bluebirds of
any species to bless your yard
with their presence. Even if you
don’t “get” the beautiful colours
of the males, you can be awed
by the drab beauty of a female
whose presence may make your
yard a Hobbiton of sorts.
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SOCIAL MEDIA AND
THE AFTERLIFE
‘Death tech’ helps manage your digital legacy. 
Amy MacLachlan
HAVE YOU MADE A LIST OF ALL your social media accounts? Does a
loved one know where you do online banking or hold digital assets? Have
you chosen someone to gain access to your phone once you’re gone?
The effects of a global pandemic have hit every corner of our lives,
from the workplace to the wallet; from our physical health to a realization of our mortality. Coming to terms with that last factor has
prompted more people than normal to create a will – particularly online – during COVID. Some online will creation sites cite three to four
times more traffic since the pandemic hit.
Christian Courier interviewed Daniel Goldgut, co-founder and CEO of
Epilogue, a Canadian online will and estate planning tool, Jessie Vaid and
Sachin Bhalla, co-founders of ReadyWhen, and Marinus Koole, senior
stewardship consultant at Christian Stewardship Services, to find out more.
After all, most Canadians know that having a will is important. But our
“digital legacy” is important too, and it’s only getting more complicated.
“We are digital humans now,” Goldgut says. “This is the start of
figuring out a very, very complicated world that is going to continue
to evolve.” To help clients make decisions and manage their digital
legacy, Epilogue just launched its “Social Media Will” for free.
“Now, more than ever, people are living their lives online,” Goldgut
says. “It’s so important that your reputation is managed or handled in
a certain way; it’s a new piece of you that will continue to exist when
you’re gone. You enter into an agreement with a company during your
lifetime. . . . The rules are different when you die.”
Start-ups and end-of-life companies delving into this space, which
Goldgut calls your “social afterlife,” have been dubbed “death tech”
– part of a new industry responding to end-of-life questions when it
comes to our digital identity.
Social media profiles, online banking accounts, digital assets, email,
points cards, photos on our phones, online subscriptions and more are
all part of a person’s digital legacy, and should be considered when
planning a will and estate.

GENERATIONAL HANDOFF
CEO Jessie Vaid hopes ReadyWhen will prompt people to start thinking
about their estate much earlier than they normally do – as early as age
30, he says – and then sharing the information with loved ones.
When Sachin Bhalla’s parents died, he was going through old files,
throwing out stuff he didn’t need, when a key dropped out of a folder.
It was the key to a safety deposit box containing $40,000 in jewelry –
something Bhalla wasn’t even aware existed.
“Over the next two decades, there will be $68 trillion transferred
through generational wealth globally as the older generation passes,”
says Bhalla. “So there is the idea of what to do with the money, but
also, how do we make it easier?”
Part of the issue is that people don’t track their online activity. Once
you ask people to make a list, “the lightbulbs start going on,” says Vaid.
“All of a sudden,” adds Koole, “there are 150 things on that list.”
“The more information you can provide, the greater the chance your
online presence will be handled the way you want,” says Koole.
Bhalla uses the phrase “digital stewards” for young people who proactively manage their parents’ online lives. The ReadyWhen app, for
example, prompts users to think not only about social media accounts
but also about automatic payments that should be cancelled, points
cards that should be saved, online bank accounts and credit cards.

“Don’t make your loved ones go
on a scavenger hunt, having to be
document detectives,” says Vaid.
The tech world changes so
quickly that it’s difficult to make
predictions, but Bhalla believes
that in the next few years, legacy planning is going to become
crucial for most apps and online
platforms. Goldgut puts it bluntly: “In the next 50 to 100 years,”
he says, “there will be more dead
people on Facebook than living
ones.” Provided the platform
lasts that long, “Facebook will
be the biggest graveyard in the
world.”
Most of us are already uncomfortable with estate planning, and
“digital planning and legacy is
one more step removed,” Goldgut says. “But tech companies are
seeing its importance. The conversation will move forward.”
And the process of setting up a
‘digital steward’ for your online
affairs can be relatively simple.
“Every day we need to think
about what we’re doing with
what God has blessed us with,”
says Koole. “Our will is our final chance to do that. … And our
digital legacy is a piece we need
to take care of.”
Amy MacLachlan
Amy is Features Editor
at CC. Contact her at
features@christiancourier.ca.

WHAT DOES SOCIAL SAY?
We live a large chunk of our lives in digital spaces. How will these things be handled once you’re gone?

ONLINE OPTIONS

Despite the importance of having a will, only 51 percent of Canadians have
created one, according to an Angus Reid poll. While traditionally younger
people delay making a will because they think death is not a pressing concern, COVID-19 has shown us that life is unpredictable. Goldgut sees the
Social Media Will, which approaches one aspect of estate planning from a
digital standpoint, as a promising way to get young people on board.
“Thinking about our digital legacy actually acts as a gateway into
having a comprehensive will and estate,” he says, noting it can start
the process of thinking about key decisions. “We wanted to create a
way for people to understand what options exist.”
“Technology is ingrained in our lives,” says Sachin Bhalla, CMO
at ReadyWhen, an online estate planning and storage platform. “We
have to figure out how to handle it when we’re gone.”
FAITH FOCUS
Considering our digital legacy can have implications for how we live
our lives online right now. Are we conducting ourselves as followers
of Christ? Once you’re gone, your online life lives on, says Koole –
what will yours say about you?
“People don’t think about what they’re posting online; they just
post,” says Koole. “There isn’t the realization that this is actually their
legacy that they’re putting out there.”
He says a positive side effect of living our lives online is that people
are having conversations around what happens in the digital space
@ChrCourier

after they’re gone. He says even charitable giving is shifting, with
people giving immediately because they can do so online, rather than
saving it for an end-of-life act.
COVID-19 has helped break down the stigma of talking about death
and mortality – “it’s brought it to the forefront and made the conversation more normal,” according to Koole. As Christians, acknowledging
death is part of our faith.
“The life of mortals is like grass,” writes the Psalmist, “they flourish
like a flower of the field; the wind blows over it and it is gone, and its
place remembers it no more.” (Ps. 103:15-16)
ReadyWhen includes the option to add a final message or video that
can be shared with loved ones once you’re gone, and Koole encourages
his clients at CSS to write letters or otherwise leave a message for family
and friends. “Wills are pretty dry documents,” says Koole, noting that he
knows a woman who writes an annual letter to her children on the anniversary of their baptism. “Leaving a personal message is so meaningful.”

ChrCourier

Facebook - You can set permissions for legacy contacts who can archive or manage your memorialized
account, which is “a place for friends and family to gather and share memories after a person has passed
away.” Legacy contacts have limited access, but can do things like change the profile photo and manage
tribute posts. You can also choose to have your account permanently deleted. Something else to consider:
Facebook currently locks privacy settings after death; therefore, whatever is available to be viewed now can
also be seen once you’re gone.
Twitter - You can give permission to a trusted person to contact Twitter to delete your account. Access to the
accounts of deceased persons is not granted, no matter the relation.
Instagram - Like Facebook, the account can be requested to be memorialized or deleted.
LinkedIn - Currently no policy to remove accounts of the deceased. An executor or loved one can request to
have the account deleted; otherwise, it remains active.
Google - Offers an Inactive Account Manager, which grants access to an account to a designated person after
a set period of time.
Apple - Apple announced in June that they will be launching a Digital Legacy program. The permissions
will allow a user to designate people as legacy contacts, who will then be able to access your Apple ID upon
your death. This means that a locked phone – often with treasured photos – is no longer inaccessible. It is also
suggested that for phones with Touch ID, to add the fingerprint of a trusted loved one so they can gain access
to your phone if needed. — AM
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REAPPOINTMENT OF DR. PETER SCHUURMAN
AS GSC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The Board of Global Scholars Canada (GSC) is pleased to announce the reappointment of Dr. Peter Schuurman as Executive Director for a fiveyear term, effective July 1, 2021. The reappointment follows an extensive and very
successful review of Dr Schuurman’s performance as Executive Director over the
past three years.
“We have benefited greatly for the skills and vision Peter has brought to GSC,” stated
board chair, Harry Fernhout. “In collaboration with other staff members Peter has raised
the profile of our organization and initiated exciting new avenues of service. We are
grateful that GSC will continue to be blessed by Peter’s unique gifts in years to come.”
Dr. Schuurman served previously as a campus pastor at Brock University and as the
bi-national head of campus ministry for the Christian Reformed Church in North
America. He is an adjunct professor at Redeemer University, an advisor in the D.Min.
program at Tyndale Seminary, and a contributing editor for Christian Courier.
On June 5, 2021 Global Scholars Canada celebrated the “25 plus 1” anniversary of
its founding (the 25th anniversary having been postponed by the global pandemic). Over 60 people from Canada, the USA, Africa and South America gathered on
Zoom to celebrate the organization’s role in developing and equipping a community
of Canadian Christian professors who serve with excellence in public universities
outside of North America. The members of this community teach their disciplines in
the context of a Christian worldview, values, and praxis—either by traveling overseas or by teaching on-line from Canada.
In doing so, these professors are salt and light (Matthew 5:13-14) for future leaders
in nations where there is often little academic witness to the gospel. GSC professors
are God’s ambassadors “seeking the peace (shalom) of the city,” (Jeremiah 29:7)
through their presence in classrooms across both political and religious boundaries.

For more information, see our website: www.globalscholarscanada.ca
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OBITUARIES

ANNIVERSARIES
DE JONG, Durk & Janny
With thankful hearts to God, we hope
to celebrate our 65th Wedding Anniversary with our Children and Friends,
on August 15th, 2021.
Correspondence:
#303, 2850 – 51 Street S.W.
CALGARY. Alberta T3E 6S7
durkdejong@telus.net

JOBS
NYMEYER, Klazina

CAMPUS MINISTER

September 5, 1928 - May 9, 2021

The Christian Reformed Campus Ministry at UNBC (Prince George, BC) is seeking applications for the position of Campus Minister to begin in September 2021, or as available. The
Board will work with the successful applicant to explore a variety of models of campus ministry, and includes serving with the Coordinating Council of the UNBC Interfaith Spiritual Care
Center. Interested applicants may contact Charlotte Groot by email unbcchaplaincy@gmail.com
for a full job description or request a phone call back. Application deadline is July 31, 2021.

FULL-TIME TEACHING PASTOR
Hope Fellowship Christian Reformed Church in Courtice, Ontario, is actively seeking a fulltime Teaching Pastor passionate about preaching God’s word within dynamic worship, with
a focus on cross-generational shepherding and discipleship and a passion for engaging the
next generation. Hope Fellowship embraces and lives out God’s redemptive plan by inviting
people to believe in Jesus, belong to God’s family and bless every neighbour. Send questions
and resumes to Search@hopefellowship.ca

Beloved wife of the late John T. Nymeyer
for 43 years who predeceased her in 1994.
Loving mother of
Art and Alice Nymeyer,
Theresa and the late Jake (2020) De Vries,
John and Phyllis Nymeyer
and Hillie and Jake Hoekstra.
Oma and great Oma of
Christina and Merle Shoemaker, Alyssa, Keenan and Mya,
Sarah Hogeterp, Cody, Ethan and Austin,
Anne-Marie and Karl Vahrmeyer,
Karson, Jayden, Mikayla and Courtney,
Jonathan Nymeyer;
Tom and Alison De Vries, Finley, Ainsley and Quinn,
Rita and John Cole and Allen,
Karen and Trevor Sutcliffe, Gracie, Shane and Micah,
Brenda and Ben Van Dongen, Brenden, Braeden, Beth and Brian,
Krista and Jeff McKay, John, Macks,
Julie De Vries and Josh Lehman;
Jake and Linda Nymeyer, Tayah, Jack, Luke and Ben,
Heidi and John Bos,
Levi, Jayda, Tyson, Alexis, Devon and Kaden,
Carolyn Nymeyer,
Phyllicia and Tyler Wierenga,
Jazmyn, Dallas, Parker, Karlisha and Tanner;
Robert Hoekstra and Leane, MacKenzie, Sadie, Madison and Jack,
John and Angie Hoekstra, Cameron and Hunter,
Gerald and Jill Hoekstra,
Charlie and Jessica Hoekstra, Kaidan and Brayson.
Sister of Grace Zoer and
sister-in-law of Grietje Bos, Jantje and Henk Kiers and Roelie Blok.
Fondly remembered by her nieces, nephews and friends.
Predeceased by her parents Jan and Tryntje (Oudman) Bos,
grandson Steven De Vries, two brothers, two sisters,
four brothers-in-law and one sister-in-law.
The funeral service was held on Friday, May 14, 2021,
at Drayton Christian Reformed Church.

VACATION
Holiday accommodation in Holland with vehicle rentals and tours.
chestnutlane.nl
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WHERE JOY GROWS BEST

HUMOUR IS A TRICKY BUSINESS AT THE BEST OF TIMES. You scribble
thoughts on bits of paper in some vain hope they’ll bring a laugh when
you test them on a stage. Sometimes the audience snickers. Sometimes they boo. For 28 years, I’ve made a living making people grin.
And then COVID banged on the door. I was exhausted from a heavy
speaking schedule. Stay home? Are you serious? Bring it on.
Each morning at breakfast, I tried out new material on my longsuffering wife Ramona. “Honey, you’ve always been there for me,” I
said. “During the energy crisis of the ‘70s we met. During the recession of the ‘80s, we married. We weathered Y2K together. And the
crash of 2008. And now here we are hunkered down indoors, six feet
apart, together. I may be wrong, but I think you’re bad luck.” Thankfully, she didn’t boo. She laughed.
And, for a while, humour was easy to find.
“One day we’ll tell our grandchildren about The Great Paper Shortage of 2020,” I said. “They won’t believe us. We’ll tell them how
people completely lost their minds and began buying toilet paper
like the virus had wiped out every tree on earth and our mothers said,
‘There will be no more paper for you. You must use leaves and tree
bark and old Sears catalogues. Unless you run real fast and load up.’
That’s how we ended up in back alleys talking to criminals: ‘Hey man.
Do you have a line on some TP? You do? How much? A hundred
bucks? Sounds reasonable to me. I’ll take eleven dozen.’
‘Grandpa’s making stuff up again, Mom,’ the grandkids will say.
‘It’s time for his meds.’”
As COVID dragged on, the world went crazier than a grocery cart
full of toddlers. My normally good humour gave way to sarcasm.
“Thank goodness the government put away billions just for this,” I
said. “Imagine if they didn’t have all that money saved up. I mean,
what would have happened if they were in debt?”
STAY SAFE?
Soon 100 speaking engagements were cancelled and anxiety arrived,
with a glass of whine and a side order of bitterness. I even whined
about hard butter. One night I said, “My electric toothbrush died, and
now I have to move my arm.” When Ramona stopped laughing, she
said, “We have so much to be grateful for. You start.”
You couldn’t walk six steps without bumping into the slogan, “Stay
Safe.” So I hand-crafted a plaque for our kitchen: “Stay thankful.”
Radical gratitude began to characterize our conversations: “What are
you thankful for?” “Food.” “My next breath.” “We still have toilet
paper.” “FaceTime with grandkids.” “The chance to share God’s love
with others on the radio while we’re locked down.”
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A comedian switches the slogan of the COVID
pandemic. | Phil Callaway

“I’ve spent time with Joni Eareckson,” Phil says. “I know for a fact that her gratitude is a moment-by-moment decision.”

One day in late April, I said,
“I’m pretty excited about my car.
I just got 43 days to the gallon.”
GO LOOKING
I was four or five when I told
my mother, “I wanna grow up
and be a comedian.” She paused
from whatever she was up to and
said, “Well, you can’t do both.”
She was right. You can’t grow up
and do what I do. Each day I go
looking for laugh-worthy tidbits
to share in print and on radio.
We all do well to go looking for
the good. We determine so little
in life, but we can determine our
focus. And it is simply impossible for bitterness and gratitude
to coexist.
In Sacramento, California, a
ticket agent inadvertently oversold a Women of Faith weekend
by 1,500 seats. It was a wee bit
of a problem. So they exchanged
the chairs on the main floor for
smaller, plastic ones. It looked
a bit like a boxing match, chairs
right up to the stage. Many would
have to crane their necks like
those in the front row at the movies. Organizers phoned all the
ladies beforehand to alert them,
then re-seated them Friday night,
apologizing profusely.
But before long the complaints
arrived. Some were uncomfortable. Some were angry. So organizers asked the next speaker
if she would mind apologizing
again on behalf of the organizers.
She agreed.
Her name is Joni Eareckson.
She is a quadriplegic. Paralyzed
as a teenager from a diving accident in Chesapeake Bay, Joni’s

story is one of triumph – even joy
– amid the trials of paralysis.
Wheeled onto the platform,
this is what Joni said.
“I understand some of you are
not sitting in the chairs you expected to be sitting in tonight.
Well, neither am I. And I’ve been
in mine for more than 30 years.”
Then she added softly, “I have at
least 1,000 friends who would
give anything to be sitting in the
chair you are in if only for tonight.”
A hush fell over the room. No
one complained after that. In fact,
many said it was one of the most
memorable events of their life.
I’ve spent time with Joni. I
know for a fact that her gratitude
is a moment-by-moment decision. And joy grows best in the
soil of thanksgiving. Always has.
Always will.
Thanks to my wife, I’ll remember COVID as a season when we

struggled to stay thankful, and
often succeeded. Like the time I
told a friend, “I just went into a
bank with a mask on without getting arrested.”
Phil Callaway
Phil is an award-winning
author, speaker, daddy
of three, and husband
of one from Alberta. The
best-selling author of 27
books, he hosts the hit
daily radio show Laugh
Again which airs across
North America, the UK,
and Africa (to name a
few). He is a frequent
guest on national radio
and TV, and his humorous stories on family life
have been featured in
hundreds of magazines
worldwide. Still, he insists
his greatest achievement
was convincing his wife
to marry him. Find more
at philcallaway.com.

